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ABSTRACT -
The preparation and standardisation of solutions of oxygen 
are rendered difficult hy the normally gaseous nature of this substance 
and thus special precautions are necessary to ensure accurate and re- . 
producible results.
The preparation of oxygen solutions may involve both aeration 
and deaeration and various techniques are available for the purpose, 
depending on the oxygen concentration required and the efficiency de­
manded of the process.
For the standardisation of solutions of oxygen a wide range of 
methods is available involving many different analytical techniques.
Three methods have been developed and used in this work, two 
being chemical and the third gasometric. The chemical methods both in­
clude a final potentiometrie titration which is carried out automatically 
using apparatus designed and built for the purpose. A feature of these 
titrations is the use of a glass electrode as the reference electrode.
The standardised solutions of oxygen are studied by polarographic 
techniques, three different types of instrument being used to obtain data 
on the degree of reversibility of oxygen at the dropping mercury 
electrode.
It is shown that the first reduction takes place reversibly, 
while the second is virtually irreversible.
Measurements are also made of the concentration-current re­
lationship for each reduction wave. The results obtained are shown 
to indicate a dispr.oportionation reaction.
Measurements are made of the half-wave potentials of each of 
the two reductions'of oxygen* and also of the temperature coefficient 
of its diffusion current.
The diffusion coefficient of oxygen in potassium chloride 
solution is calculated from the polarographic data.
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BTTROHJCTION
The work described in this thesis was undertaken to investigate 
certain properties of molecular oxygen in aqueous solution*
In order that quantitative data might be obtained, studies were 
made of methods of preparation and standardisation of solutions of 
oxygen, and details of the methods used and of the apparatus developed 
in connection with them are given.
The standardised solutions of oxygen were studied by polarographic 
techniques and a description of the apparatus used is included. The 
results obtained are discussed and certain conclusions drawn from these 
results.
The thesis is composed of four sections. The first of these
discusses the problems involved in the preparation and handling of solution^
1
of dissolved oxygen, and reviews a number of the possible methods avail­
able for the determination of dissolved oxygen concentration.
The second section deals with the development of three methods for 
dissolved oxygen determination, two chemical and one gasometric, and des­
cribes the apparatus developed for automatic potentiometric titrations in
the chemical methods, and the all-glass apparatus built for the gasometric 
procedure.
The third of the four sections covers the theory and techniques j
of polarography and their application to the study of solutions of I
dissolved oxygen, while the final section describes the results obtained 
and the conclusions to be drawn from them.
The thesis^is then concluded by a summary of the work carried out 
and of the results obtained.
Most of the experimental results are presented in graphical form 
as this gives the best indication of the relationships involved. In 
many cases the results were obtained as automatic records. In the 
case of polarographic data diffusion current values were measured from 
the actual pen-recorded polarograms, while half-wave potentials were 
obtained from log plots as explained in the text.
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S E C T I O N  I
SOLUTIONS OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Any investigation of oxygen in solution is made difficult by
the normally gaseous- nature of this element and hence special precautions
had to be taken throughout the present work to avoid any loss or gain of
oxygen from the solutions employed. For instance, rigorous precautions
have to be taken in the sampling of solutions for dissolved oxygen de-
1 2 1 <d ^
termination in order to ensure accurate and reproduceable results, 9 9 
In certain special cases, as for example in investigation of microbiological 
respiration, the time factor becomes of Vital importance and it is necess­
ary to develop techniques which minimise any errors due to this factor.
2 6The use of various inhibitors is sometimes possible 9 but the ultimate 
aim is the development of a continuous and preferably automatic method 
for determination of the oxygen level.
The solubility of oxygen in pure water varies inversely with 
temperature and is of the order of 9 mg/l at room temperature (Fig.l)
The solubility is also affected by the presence of dissolved 
materials in the water and is, for example, less in sea water than in 
distilled water.
The preparation of solutions of known dissolved oxygen concentration 
involves three main factors, these being aeration of the solution to 
obtain a higher level of dissolved oxygen, dearation to remove oxygen, 
and the determination of the final level attained.
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FIG. 1.
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THE SOLUBILITY OF OXYGEN IN WATER.
IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH AIR AT 760 mm  
PRESSURE AND CONTAINING 20-9% Y/v OF. OXYGEN.
20
Based on figures given by G.A. Truesdale, A.L. Downing 
and G.F Lowden J.App. Chem. 5 (1955) 53.
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Aeration
This may he accomplished by various methods (Fig. 2), the choice 
depending on the rate of aeration and the efficiency of utilisation of 
oxygen required.
The simplest method of aeration is to bubble air or oxygen through 
an open tube or jet into the solution. An increased rate of aeration 
and a slightly greater efficiency are obtained if a porous porcelain 
candle, or a sintered glass diffuser plate is used. This method, however, 
does not give a rate of oxygen input greater than about 50 ppm/hr nor is 
more than 5$ of the available oxygen in air actually dissolved.
A more efficient and very much faster method is to employ a small
vaned paddle rotating at about 1,000 rpm to create a vortex within the
solution. Aeration at rates of 3,000 ppm/hr can be obtained at greatly
11increased efficiency of utilisation of oxygen •
If even higher rates of aeration are required, these may be obtained 
by using a combination of the paddle and sparger methods. Air is blown 
under a rapidly rotating paddle in a baffled vessel to give rates of 
oxygen absorption of up to 12,000 ppm/hr.
Deaeration
The methods required for deaeration depend more on the final level 
of dissolved oxygen required than on the rate of removal of oxygen.
The simplest purely physical method is that in which nitrogen or 
other inert gas is blown through the solution. This can be very wasteful
M E TH O D S  OF AERATION
Air
Sim ple Sparger
V ortex
7
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i ..'iy o »
S tirre r  with 
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of gas and it is difficult to -obtain very low dissolved oxygen values 
unless especially purified gas is used0^ 2?lo9146
A second method involves refluxing the water or solution under 
reduced pressure for some time9 finally admitting an inert gas while 
cooling.
Chemical methods ofdeaeiation such as the use of sodium sulphite 
in alkaline solution are also available. ' The use of iron wire 
in a tube through which the water is passed has been suggested. After 
an initial lag period* water containing very little dissolved oxygen may 
be obtained.
Water has also been freed from its oxygen by the use of ion-exchange
resins.
These chemical methods* however* usually involve the introduction 
of extraneous chemicals into the water or solution under study* hence 
they are unsuitable in many cases.
The Determination of oxygeti in solution
The method.of approach to the determination of the concentration 
of dissolved oxygen in solution will depend to some extent upon the oxygen 
level involved and also in greater measure upon the composition of the 
solution other than in oxygen, A further factor would be involved if a 
very rapid or a continuous method was desirable.
If the solution concerned contains few or no oxidising or reducing 
substances nor is it highly coloured* then relatively simple methods may
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be employed. These may be chemical, physical or a combination of both.
When the interference from constituents of the solution other 
than oxygen is too great for the latter to be directly determined, then 
an indirect approach may be advisable.
This would involve deaeration by any of the physical methods pre­
viously described, and then final estimation of the oxygen removed. This 
could be by a gasometric procedure, analysis of the gas (es) evolved by, 
for example, a paramagnetic oxygen analyser, or by reabsorption into 
solution and determination as dissolved oxygen in thistsolution, or by 
direct reaction with a reagent and estimation of change in the reagent 
concentration.
Of the chemical methods the best—known and most widely used is 
that due to Winkler.
This method is based on the alkaline oxidation of manganous hydroxide 
by dissolved oxygen and the subsequent liberation of iodine from potassium 
iodide on acidification. The method has considerable attraction because
of its basic simplicity. Since its publication the method has undergone
various modifications although the basis of the method remains unchanged.
Many of these modifications, such as those due to Eideal and Stewart20 and to I
2i
Alsterberg are designed to avoid interference due to oxidising or reducing j
compounds present m  the water sample by incorporating extra reagents into 
the method.
Anothe_ type of modification is one in which a reversed-reagent i
-16-
22 4 21 25technique is used such as that due to Schwartz and Gurney and others 9 9 y
26
This method does not, however, allow for all types of interference
and in such cases a method involving the use of three samples has been
suggested by Schwartz and Gurney (loc cit) and by Toller2 .^
A method of great convenience is one involving ion-exchange removal
23 25 10 11
of the interfering substances 9 9 although great care has to be
taken to avoid alteration of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the
26 2ft
sample by loss or addition within the resin 9
Special methods have been used to increase accuracy at low dissolved 
34oxygen values . These may involve extraction and concentration before j
the final iodine estimation^932*33, or by very careful attention to ex­
perimental technique as in the method of Potter and White31.
The final estimation of the iodine may be carried out by the usual 
titration with thiosulphate using a visual endpoint with starch as indica- i
tor, or by a photometric determination of the starch-iodine complex2''^ 3''*, 
care being taken with low dissolved oxygen values to allow for the threshold |
concentration of iodine needed to produce a detectable blue colour2^93^92^9 
37,33,36 ‘
The iodine itself may also be directly determined photometri- j
cally 4,36,39,4.0^ amperometrically as Kncwfesand Lowden38 and by j
Kolthoff and Jordan^1 or by direct potentiometric titration2394^*43 empi0y_
ing reference and indicator electrodes or by a ’dead—stop’ end point ;
method42s44354s
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Apart from the Winkler method and its numerous modifications
there are a few other chemical methods for dissolved oxygen measurement,
most of these being colorimetric. Several authors have described methods
based on the use of indigo~carmine2^9^ ?^ ?^ J^ # A comparison of this
method and those based on the Winkler reaction has been published by 
47Babkin . Another colorimetric method employing o-tolidine has been 
studied by Zimmermann^ and other
Both these methods are claimed to be more sensitive to dissolved 
oxygen than the normal Winkler method, but are probably no more 
sensitive than the technique used by Potter and White31,
Other chemical methods which have also been used include direct 
titration of the oxygen using a chromous reagent'^*''^’^ ,  and two further 
chemical methods, one using sodium anthraquinone (3—sulphonate^3 and one 
in which a manganese-formaldoxime reagent^ is used.
Attempts have also been made to titrate the oxidised manganese 
in the Winkler method directly o'- Toller^ used a titration with ferrous 
ammonium sulphate, using ferroin as indicator while McKeown and Hibbard^0 
also used a ferrous solution as titrant in the determination of dissolved 
oxygen in hydrocarbons. The method has been further developed by the 
author, as described elsewhere in this work in a method employing an 
automatic potentiometric titration.
In contrast to the chemical methods discussed above there are 
available a number of gasometric determinations of dissolved oxygen.
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These to a certain extent avoid the problems due to interfering 
substances in solution with the exception of gaseous contaminants but are
of
unsuitable for oxygen concentrations below 0.3 ppm. . The main ad­
vantage of such methods, however, lies in the fact that they are absolute
fl
methods. Procedures have been described by Harvey by Wheatland and
62 ^
Smith and a method using small amounts of solid reagents by Shepherd . 
64-
Williams describes a method of removing the gases from a liquid by 
forcing the latter through a small jet.
This thesis describes a considerable amount of work which has been 
carried out on this method of determining oxygen in solution and ' 
an apparatus has been constructed employing a combination of the jet 
method and of boiling under reduced pressure.
The final analysis of the gases evolved is also carried out in the 
same apparatus,
A microgasometrie method has been described by Scholander^ et al 
and a micro method is also described in British Standards^-2.
The oxygen dissolved in liquid paraffin has also been measured by 
a gasometric procedure described by Rodnight66.
As a contrast to the chemical and to the gasometric methods, both 
of which involve some considerable change of the system under observation, 
there also exist the electrometric methods by which dissolved oxygen may be 
measured. These are often more convenient when a continuous measurement 
of oxygen concentration is. required, or when the system involved must be
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affected as little as possible. Their main disadvantage lies in the 
need for calibration and standardisation by other means,
67Various electro-chemical cells have been described by Ambuhl , 
Hersch^9^ *  Todt^°9^ 2 and by others^19^ .
Changes in conductivity of a solution have been used to measure 
74oxygen while considerable work has been carried out on amperometric 
methods by Kolthoff and Jordan^ by Knowles9 Briggs and Dyke^ and
-} o
Knowles and Lowden •
The third type of electrometric method by which dissolved oxygen 
may be measured and on which a vast amount of work has been carried out 
is the polarographic one.
The procedures described range from a simple ’conventional1 dropping
15 76
mercury electrode to more complex square wave methods . Many different
electrodes have been employedssuch as the stationary mercury electrode*^,
amalgamated platinum electrode^* rotating platinum electrode*^ and a
number of others.
The polarographic method has the disadvantages of requiring calibra­
tion and standardisation but has considerable advantages in its ability to 
study other properties of the substance whose concentration is being 
measured. Comparisons of the polarographic method with chemical methods 
are given by Eckenfelder and Burris^ and by Rand and Heukelekian^,
-20-
S E C T I O N  II
METHODS DEVELOPED FOR THE DETERMINATION 
OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN
-21-
DTTRODUOTION
For the purpose of standardisation of oxygen solutions prior to 
further investigations, two chemical methods were investigated and de­
veloped.
Since the solutions containing dissolved oxygen to he studied 
would,at least initially, he relatively free from interfering substances, 
and since in any case such solutions may he obtained by transfer as out­
lined above, methods of oxygen determination were studied which would be
applicable to this type of system.
17 18 19The classical Winkler ? 5 7  technique was investigated and a
modification developed. The Winkler method is widely used as a standard 
method and moreover is relatively simple to perform providing carefully 
standardised procedure is followed. The titration involved is a straight­
forward one between iodine and thiosulphate and lends itself to the use 
of a potentiometric end point and thence of an automatic method of titration. 
The Winkler Method - Theory
The basic Winkler method depends on the reaction in alkaline 
solution between dissolved oxygen and manganous hydroxide. This latter 
is formed in situ by reaction between manganous sulphate and potassium 
hydroxide solutions.
MnS04 + 2 KOH « Mn(0H)2 + KgSO^
The manganous hydroxide forms as a flocculent precipitate which
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is almost white in the absence of dissolved oxygen*
In the presence of dissolved oxygen, however9 the hydroxide 
becomes brown in colour due to oxidation*
With a little oxygen the probable reaction is s
0
Mn(0H)2  >  Mn 0(0H)
Atwhile with a greater excess of oxygen Mn compounds are probably formed* 
(See Wickert, Ipack, and Gauler ).
The oxidised precipitate is very active and readily reacts with 
an oxidisable compound such as an iodide*
Iodine is liberated equivalent to the original oxygen dissolved 
in solution? and may then be estimated*
The reaction between the oxidised manganese and an iodide does not 
occur in alkaline solution, hence acidification is necessary before the 
final iodine determination*
The iodine liberated may be directly titrated with sodium thiosul- 
phate using either a visual end point with starch indicator or very con­
veniently a potentiometric end point.
The basic reagents for the method as outlined above are thus 
manganous sulphate, potassium hydroxide and sulphuric acid, together with 
potassium iodide* The potassium salts are usually added together in the 
same solution. All reagents are made up in as strong a solution as
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practicable since this minimises two sources of error, the presence of
dissolved oxygen within the reagents themselves, and the volumetric error
introduced when adding the reagents to the sample.
As mentioned earlier various additions have been made to the reagents
21 QA- i
in order to allow for interference* such as that due to nitrites 9 ferrous j
on fto !
and ferric 9 9 4 iron and other oxidising and reducing agents * hut the j
technique used in most cases was essentially that outlined above and des- j
cribed in practical detail below.
The Winkler Method - Experimental
The reagents employed were §
Manganous sulphate MnSO^,  ^ ^8$ w/v
Potassium hydroxide - iodide(70$ potassium hydroxide w/v
(
(15$ potassium iodide w/v
Concentrated sulphuric acid
In view of the difficulties inherent in the determination of 
dissolved gsses in water, particular care had always to be taken in the 
sampling and subsequent manipulation of the water to be analysed.
Considerable attention has been paid to methods and apparatus for 
the sampling of water for analysis of dissolved gases but many of these 
methods are designed with one particular end in view, such as sampling of 
sea-water or of river or boiler water, and consequently the techniques des­
cribed, though ideal for their particular purpose, appeared too clumsy 
for laboratory use, especially where the supply of water to be analysed .
was by ho means limitless.
The method which was finally adopted in this work after consider­
able testing was relatively simple and did not require an excessively 
large volume of the water to be analysed.
Samples were collected in glass-stoppered bottles of about 120 mis 
capacity. These were filled from the water supply to be analysed via a 
glass tube reaching to the bottom of the bottle. Water flowed in through 
this tube, thus displacing the air upwards so that the only water coming 
into contact with the air was that immediately at the surface,
The flow through the bottle was continued until at least one, and 
usually two bottle volumes had overflowed, thus making sure that the water 
which had initially contacted air was completely displaced from the sample.
Finally the inlet tube was removed with a small flow of water 
still running to ensure the bottle remaining full of water on withdrawal 
of the tube.
Finally the stopper was inserted, care being taken that no air 
bubbles were trapped under it.
Duplicate determinations using the range of dissolved oxygen 
values likely to be required for later investigations, namely 5 to 90$ 
saturation, showed extremely good reproducibility between samples taken 
by this method and hence it was adopted as a standard procedure,
Having obtained the sample of water to be analysed the next step 
is the addition of the necessary reagents.
This again has been discussed in detail by several authors, and
various pieces of apparatus described for the purpose .
Several procedures described in the literature recommend the 
simultaneous addition of the manganous sulphate and the potassium hydroxide­
iodide reagents but from experience, it has appeared that with the levels of 
dissolved oxygen studied this complication is unnecessary, nor is any special 
apparatus required in order to obtain results of a sufficient degree of 
accuracy..
The reagents were added from 1 ml graduated pipettes in the follow­
ing way s
One millilitre of manganous sulphate was added to the sample bottle, 
the tip of the pipette being just under the water surface. When this 
reagent had been added the stopper was immediately replaced and the water 
and reagent well mixed.
The same volume of the hydroxide-iodide reagent was then added in 
a similar manner and the whole well mixed. The heavy precipitate formed 
is normally 'white in the absence of dissolved oxygen and brown if this is 
present.
The flee was allowed to settle for two minutes and then dis­
persed throughout the solution again by shaking prior to acidification 
with 1 ml of sulphuric acid.
On acidification of the mixture, the colour changes to a shade of 
brown, dependent on the iodine liberated. The determination is concluded 
by estimation of the concentration of iodine in solution.
The Determination of Iodine
The final iodine determination may he carried out by various means. 
Methods which have been used are colorimetric measurement of the 
iodine as such either directly or after concentration by extraction, or 
after formation of the starch-iodide complex, although the most obvious 
and perhaps the most usual method of determination is by direct titration 
using sodium thiosulphate of appropriate normality.
This method was that decided upon by the author but here again a 
number of alternative techniques are available,
A direct titration of the iodine using starch indicator is normally 
feasable if the volumes and concentrations involved are convenient. Such 
a titration was in fact used in many of the determinations but certain 
factors mitigate against its use in all causes. The first of these is a 
restriction upon the volume available for titration. To obtainreliable 
results it was decided that at least two titrations should be made upon 
each sample and that at least two samples should be taken at each dissolved 
oxygen level involved. Hence if large volumes were taken for the final 
titration, the volume of water initially required, bearing in mind also 
the requirements of the sampling technique, would be excessive.
Since the volume of sample for titration is, therefore, limited, 
and the iodine concentration is determined solely by the original dissolved 
oxygen level, the weight of iodine available for titration, especially at 
low dissolved oxygen levels, becomes quite small.
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Difficulty was in fact found at the lower dissolved oxygen values 
in determining the final starch end point "by eye* even v\rhen titrating in a 
white porcelain basin* using a magnetic stirrer.
It was therefore decided to investigate other methods of determining 
the end point in this titration.
Since the reaction between iodine and thiosulphate involves an 
oxidation-reduction system, one method which suggests itself is measurement 
of the redox potential of the system during the titration. This may be 
done by using an indicator electrode together with a suitable reference 
electrode.
The indicator electrode may be of an inert material such as platinum* 
while the reference electrode may be one of several types* such as the 
saturated calomel electrode* the silver-silver chloride electrode or the 
gla^j electrode. This latter has been used as a reference electrode in 
redox t i t r a t i o n s ^ us0 dependent upon adequate acid
buffering of the system to minimise any pH change. This type of electrode 
largely eliminates liquid junction problems* nor does it introduce extraneous 
ions into the solution.
Moreover since no solution changing is required* the glass electrode
requires little maintenance* and also by a suitable choice of its con- 
85
tents * the end point potential may be varied.
These features* therefore* make the use of a glass electrode parti­
cularly attractive for the type of titration to be carried out, and hence 
it was decided to conduct experiments using a glass electrode as reference 
together with a bright platinum wire spiral as indicator.
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Tlie redox potential provided by this electrode system must be measured 
by either a null-point method or an indicating or recording instrument 
having a high input impedance* in order to limit the current taken from 
the electrodes to as low a value as is possible. Since an indicating 
valve-voltmeter, a Pye pH-mv meter Type 11066, was available, this was 
used in all cases to measure the system potential.
The apparatus was therefore arranged as in the diagram (Pig.3).
A beaker, usually of 100 mis capacity and containing a suitable 
aliquot of the solution to be titrated, was placed upon a magnetic stirrer, 
well earthed to avoid interference with the electrode system. A 5 nil* 
microburette containing the titrant, normally ltf/80 sodium thiosulphate, was 
arranged so that its tip v/as below the liquid surface, ensuring that any 
titrant added was immediately stirred into the bulk of solution.
The electrode pair dipped well into the solution and was well 
cleaned before use.
This was most important with the platinum indicator electrode which 
was normally cleaned before each set of titrations by immersion in concen­
trated hydrochloric acid for 15 - 20 minutes, followed by thorough washing 
with distilled water. At infrequent intervals when acid treatment appeared 
ineffectual the wire was raised to red heat in an alcohol flame.
The glass electrode was usually cleaned by washing with water or 
dilute acid.
At the commencement of a titration a small volume of titrant, say,
FIG. 3. -29-
POTENTIOM ETRIC TITRATION APPARATUS.
M ic ro -
Burette
Millivolt Meter.
Glass
Reference Electrode.
x  Platinum  
Wire Electrode.
Magnetic
Stirrer.
0.05 or 0.1 ml was run in, the stirrer started* and the system left for a 
fev/ minutes until the electrodes had assumed a steady potential as indicated 
on the meier. This procedure was necessary since the establishment of a 
definite redox potential depends on there being present within the system 
both oxidised and reduced forms, the potential being dependent on the 
ratio of these.
Thus it.was advisable to make sure that a true redox system did . 
exist within the solution, before checking that the electrodes appeared 
to be working correctly.
When a steady reading had been obtained the titration proper was 
begun, the titrant being added in discrete steps, usually 0.1 ml initially 
and then in reduced volumes near the end point.
After each addition of thiosulphate the potential was read when 
equilibrium appeared to have been reached, usually within a few minutes 
if the electrodes had been properly cleaned.
Finally, a plot was made of potential against volume added and also, 
at volumes around the end point, of rate of change of potential with unit 
volume against volume added (Fig.4)*
The method and apparatus described was used successfully to determine 
dissolved oxygen at various concentrations, but it was still found that 
at low values of dissolved oxygen the small volumes of titrant involved 
tended to lead to inaccuracies. The alternative of using a more dilute 
thiosulphate solution was considered and tried but this led to a less 
definite potential change and also gave some difficulty in standardisation
F I G / 4 . -31-.
DISSOLVED OXYGEN DETERMINATION BY THE WINKLER METHOD.
Typical Plots obtained from a Potentiometric Titration. 
Titration 55
350
300
>
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•1 0*2 0-3
Mis of 1*127 N/qq Sodiumrn
Thiosulphate Added
300
200
E>
o
100
*1 0-2 i
Mis of M 27 N/goSodium
0-3
Thiosulphate Added.
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of the titrant. Hence it was decided to try an alternative means 
of addition of titrant, namely by the use of a micrometer syringe (Fig.5)«
An ‘Agla1 micrometer syringe was obtained. This has a total delivery 
volume of 0,5 mis and each complete revolution of the micrometer head was 
equivalent to 0.01 ml, while the head was further sub-divided so that 
l/50 of a revolution could be read with ease. This therefore corresponds 
to the addition of"only 0.0002 ml.
The syringe could be fitted with a glass capillary tip, which was 
bent at right angles to the axis of the syringe. Thus the tip could be 
placed in the solution to be titrated, leaving the micrometer portion in a 
convenient position for manipulation and reading (Fig. 5(a))»
This arrangement was tried for a considerable time and found to be 
a very convenient and accurate method of addition of the sodium thio­
sulphate solution.
It was eventually decided to retain this method of titrant addition 
but that more consistent results might be obtained if the titrant were 
added slowly and continuously rather than in discrete volumes at rather 
irregular intervals.
The syringe was therefore motorised by driving the micrometer head 
by a small synchronous motor (Fig. 5(t>))«
This was a direct drive at 1 rpm through a sliding clutch to allow 
for the longtitudinal movement of the micrometer head.
It was realised that difficulty would be experienced in reading both 
the volume added and the potential simultaneously and hence an addition
FIG. 5.
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THE USE OF A MICROMETER SYRINGE 
IN A POTENTIOMETRIC TITRATION.
(a) ;
----
Manual Operation.
Synchronous 
“""Motor 1 r.p.m.
Micrometer Head
Motorised Drive.
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was made to the titration apparatus “by fixing a contact to the micrometer 
head (Fig.7(a)), so that on the addition of each 0.01 ml (each revolution 
of the head) a light, mounted behind the millivolt meter flashed, upon 
which signal the potential could be read corresponding to the volume added.
This method worked extremely well, it being decidedly easier to 
concentrate only on the potential reading while the titrant was being 
slowly added. When the approximate end point was once known, it was 
usually convenient, unless the volume of titrant required was very small, 
to add a single volume of titrant to the system to be titrated equivalent 
to about two-thirds of the iodine present, and then to continue the titra­
tion using the motorised syringe. This saved a considerable amount of 
time when larger volumes of titrant had to be delivered.
In case rather larger volumes of titrant were required (up to 20 mis) 
a number of syringes of larger volume (Chance interchangeable syringes) 
were obtained. These were not immediately interchangeable with the 
*Agla! syringe and so an adaptor ?;as made to fit them to the micrometer 
head. When this was done, however, the calibration of the head no 
longer applied, and the apparatus had to be recalibrated for each different 
size of syringe used.
It was realised that an alternative to adding a portion of the 
titrant before continuing the titration mechanically would be a variable 
speed drive to the micrometer head so that the initial portion of the 
titration could be carried out rapidly, and then the actual end point
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could be approached relatively slowly.
It was therefore decided to construct such a variable speed unit 
(Fig.6).
A ’Fracmo* 200/240 V AC/l)C geared motor was obtained having a 
final output speed of 25O rpm for 24O V AC supply to the motor. The 
drive from this is further reduced in speed via a Meccano worm and gear 
wheel, and is then transmitted to the micrometer head of the syringe via 
chain and sprockets to allow for longtitudinal movement of the micrometer 
head.
Speed variation was obtained by alteration of the voltage supplied 
to the motor (read on a voltmeter) by means of an autotransformer (Berco 
'E.egavolt').
By these means the final delivery rate from the 'Agfa* syringe could 
be varied between 0.01 and 0.3 mis per minute.
The contact fitted to the micrometer head was retained but was 
caused to actuate an electromagnetic counter and thus to meter the total 
volume added from the syringe. This counter operates on 24 V B.C. 
supplied by a transformer and rectifier (Fig.7(b)).
The potential of the system may also be recorded, and when this is 
done an electro-magnetic pen, also working on 24 V B.C., is connected 
in parallel with the volume counter so that a record is simultaneously 
made of volume of titrant and system potential.
When the potential is not being recorded, the operation of the 
volume counter is sufficiently audible to give the signal for the reading
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FIG. 6.
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of the electrode potential* hence the original flashing light was 
dispensed with.
Some trouble was originally experienced due to electrical interfer- 
ehCe* produced by the motor commutator and by the volume contact 5 affecting 
the millivoltmeter,, This was cured by the addition of ah 0,5^/* F con­
denser across the volume contact and an 0,02 Jk. F 5^0 V, condenser across
i
the input to the motor. /
As a natural extension of the mechanisation of the titration* it was
decided to try a few experiments to see whether the titration could be
made fully automatic, A number of methods are available* for example* the
83
use of a circuit such as that of Audran and Dighton which besides
giving ai cut-off of titrant at the end point* will also give a reduction
in titration rate just before it.
If a millivolt recorder is available,* the titration may be recorded
91using the method of Robinson in which the addition of reagent is con­
trolled by the steadiness or otherwise of the potential.
An.alternative method of control to that of using a previously 
calibrated potential to signal the end point is to use the rate of change 
of potential by a derivative circuit* such as that of Malmstedt and Fett^’^  
These methods involve electronic circuitry and hence take some time 
to construct* and therefore it was decided to try more simple methods first.
Since the end point potential in these titrations appeared sensibly 
constant and independent of glass electrode age or history* it appeared 
possible to use the method of arranging that the titration ceased when
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this potential was reached. One of the simplest methods tried by the 
author was to employ a secondary indicating meter, plugged into a socket 
provided on the millivolt meter, in which the needle actuates either an- 
electronic relay (Sunvie EA2) or a capacitance switch (Fielden ’Tector5) 
which switches off the syringe motor when the end point potential is reached.
A very reliable adaptation of the method is to use a photo-transistor 
operated relay, as constructed by the author for use as a pH controller, 
operated by light reflected from the millivoltmeter or recorder pen at 
the required potential (Fig.8).
The use of this photo-transistor controller together with the 
variable speed titration unit and volume counter rendered the actual 
iodine titration fully automatic.
The Winkler Method - Results
It has been shown by Winkler^*"^9^  and later by Potter^, that 
the iodine finally liberated in this method of dissolved oxygen determina­
tion is directly equivalent to the original dissolved oxygen.
Since an H/lO solution of oxygen contains 800 ppm dissolved oxygen 
a solution containing 10 ppm dissolved oxygen will be 0.125 H/lOO in 
oxygen, or 0.1 n/80.
Hence if the Winkler titration be carried out with n/80 thio­
sulphate, the volumes of titrant used will be directly expressible, after 
allowing for the volume of sample titrated, in ppm dissolved oxygen without 
the use of a further factor.
In most of the work in this thesis, therefore, titrations have been
FIG. 8. -40-
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carried out with P/80 thiosulphate, this being standardised against 
analytical quality potassium iodate.
Since the Winkler method was being taken as the standard technique 
for determining dissolved oxygen, attention was mainly paid to the re­
producibility of titrations by the various methods, on each sample, and 
also of replicate samples on each body of water•
The average deviation from the mean on replicate samples was 
5«57$? while the deviation from the mean of individual titrations was 
5.00^o Of these latter 541° showed no deviation at all.
Particular attention was also paid to the potential at which the 
end point occurred. This was found to have an average value of 211 nST 
and appeared sufficiently reproducible for it to be used to signal the 
end point in automatic titrations.
The rate of change of potential was found to be of the order of 
2,400 my/ml of u/80 titrant.
A dozen titrations using Itf/40 titrant gave the same average end 
point potential but a rate of change of potential at the end point of 
5«670 rmy/ml.
The Iron Method - Theory and Development
During the course of the study and development of the Winkler 
method of dissolved oxygen determination as outlined above, it was realised 
that in one application of tho method, that is to water samples containing 
phenolic compounds, there existed the possibility that some loss of the
iodine might occur due to reaction with such phenols in the latter stages 
of the method.
Experiments were therefore carried out upon solutions of phenol 
containing dissolved oxygen, and it was in fact found that loss of iodine 
did occur, leading to low dissolved oxygen values.
Since it was envisaged that dissolved oxygen might well have to he 
determined on such samples, another method for its determination was 
sought,
The basic viftues of the Winkler method are its simplicity and 
relative ease of manipulation, while the only difficulty was reaction of 
the iodine and its consequent loss before the titration procedure.
Hence it appeared worthwhile to study methods of concluding the 
Winkler method by techniques not involving the liberation of iodine.
The basis of the method is the reaction between manganous ion and 
dissolved oxygen in alkaline solution to produce higher oxides of manganese. 
Thus two possible courses of procedure are open for following this 
reaction.
One of these would involve the determination of manganous ion before 
and after reaction with oxygen, and thus from tho loss in manganous ion, 
that equivalent to the oxygen could be determined. Methods were attempted 
on these lines using dichromate and permanganate, the latter in both acid 
o-nd alkaline solutions, but no success was achieved.
The other approach to the problem was therefore tried. This involved 
the determination of the manganous salt oxidised, by using some form of
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re ducing agent#
A convenient reagent that suggested itself for this purpose was 
some form of ferrous salt, such as ferrous ammonium sulphate. Because
of its nature, however, this reagent would be best used in acid solution. 
The manganic salts on the other hand ?/ere believed to be stable only in 
alkaline solution#
Since the titration of an alkaline solution of the manganic ions 
by an acid solution of ferrous ammonium sulphate, necessarily in the 
absence of air, would mean a rather cumbersome and complicated technique, 
especially if a potentiometric method of determining the end point were 
used, it appeared essential to determine, firstly whether the manganic 
ions were sufficiently stable in acid solution for a titration to be 
carried out with any degree of accuracy and secondly, whether in fact this 
titration could be carried out using ferrous ammonium sulphate#
To determine the stability of manganic ions in acid solution ex­
periments were carried out in which manganous sulphate and potassium 
hydroxide solutions were added to a water sample. After allowing the 
precipitated hydroxide to react with any dissolved oxygen present, the 
whole was well mixed and then acidified with sulphuric acid.
A sample of the acidified mixture was immediately taken and 
potassium iodide added. The liberated iodine was then titrated with 
sodium thiosulphate# At regular time intervals further samples of the 
acidified mixture were taken, potassium iodide added, and the liberated
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iodine titrated#
By this means it was established that the concentration of 
manganic ions present after acidification did not alter for at least 
one hour# By carrying out a simultaneous Winkler determination on a 
duplicate water sample, it was established that the result, in terms of 
dissolved oxygen concentration,of both methods was the same and hence 
that no decrease in final iodine concentration occurred due to the 
absence of iodide at the instant of acidification.
Hence the stability of the manganic ions under these conditions 
has been shown and.there now remained the problem of their determination.
Samples of the manganic ions obtained by the above procedure were 
taken and attempts made to titrate them using, initially, 3J/lO ferrous 
ammonium sulphate. The course of the titration was followed potentio- 
metrically using a platinum indicator electrode and a glass reference 
electrode. Initial irregularities were found to be due to a large 
extent to the use of a mechanical stirrer# Fnen this was replaced by a 
magnetic stirrer, driven by an induction motor, considerably more regular 
potential/volume curves were obtained# These were also improved by 
making sure that the stirrer was well earthed.
In case part of the irregularity was due to the use of a glass 
electrode as a reference, several titrations were carried out using a 
saturated calomel electrode as reference# The curves obtained wore 
virtually identical in shape with those obtained using the glass electrode,
there being the expected difference in actual potential, and hence it 
was decided to use the glass electrode for subsequent titrations# In 
case there should be any pH effect on the reference potential due to 
lack of acid in the solution titrated, experiments were carried out 
using volumes of acid greater than the 1 ml of sulphuric acid originally 
used for each 120 mis of water sample# These, however, did not appear 
to improve the titration in any way# Since phosphoric acid appears to 
aid normal volumetric titrations using ferrous ammonium sulphate, it 
was decided to try the effect of the addition of this to the sample to 
be titrated# An improvement in the shape of the potential/titrant 
volume curve was noted, and thus it was decided to incorporate the 
addition of phosphoric acid into the method# Using the potentiometric 
method titrations were carried out of dichromate with ferrous ammonium 
sulphate to see whether the end point obtained by the potentiometric 
method corresponded with that obtained by using diphenyl amino, as. indicator# 
Good, repeatable end points were obtained by the potentiometric method 
and hence irregularities in the manganic-ferrous curves should not be 
inherent in the titration procedure as such#
When the manganic ion containing floe is acidified under the con­
ditions of this method a finely-divided brown solid still remains un­
dissolved. This can cause difficulties and irregularities in the 
titration at high dissolved oxygen levels and it was established that the 
maximum level of dissolved oxygen which may be easily determined by this 
method is of the order of 6 ppm. Above this level it is difficult to -
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keep the solids in movement during the titration* and moreover the 
solids are slow to react with the ferrous solution* thus making the 
titration unnecessarily tedious* It was therefore decided that the 
method should not he recommended for dissolved oxygen levels above 5 PP^n 
This method of dissolved oxygen determination was checked at some 
length against the Y/inkler method to make sure that the results obtained 
v/ere in agreement.
Initially* titrations were carried out with N/80 ferrous ammonium 
sulphate using a 2 ml microburette* but later the variable speed 
titration apparatus* described above* was employed for this purpose,,
The Iron Method - Experimental and Results 
The reagents employed were s
Manganous sulphate solution 48$ w/v MnSO^ 4
Potassium hydroxide 70$ w/v
Concentrated sulphuric acid 
Concentrated phosphoric acid (H^PO^)
h/80 ferrous ammonium sulphate in 4$ w/v sulphuric acid.
The ferrous solution was standardised using N/40 permanganate* 
which was itself standardised against sodium thiosulphate.
A sample bottle containing about 120 mis was filled observing 
the precautions mentioned in connection with the Winkler method. One 
ml of each of the manganous and potassium hydroxide solutions was added, 
the whole well mixed and* after allowing to settle for two minutes*
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remixed before acidification using 1 ml of sulphuric acid.
An aliquot* usually 20 - 50 mis* was taken* 1 ml of phosphoric acid 
added* and the mixture titrated with ferrous ammonium sulphate solutions 
(Pig.9). .
The end point potential using the glass-platinum electrode system 
showed good reproducibility and had an average value (40 results) of 
524 mV s this appearing sensibly constant although several different 
lithium glass electrodes were used. The average rate of change of 
potential at the end point wras 4*500 mV/ml of jtf/80 titrant.
Samples titrated using the motorised unit showed an average 
deviation from the mean of 1.85^* while on comparison with parallel 
Winkler determinations the average deviation from the mean was 3.941°
(on the Winkler) (Pig.10).
The Gasometrie Method
In contrast with the chemical methods described above* use has 
also been made of a direct method of estimation of dissolved oxygen 
involving agasDmetric procedure.
This type of method is essentially a basic one* requiring no 
addition of reagents to the solution under examination* and by a 
suitable design the whole determination may be carried out in the one piece 
of apparatus.
This method of determination of dissolved oxygon requires two 
stages. The first of these involves the complete removal of dissolved
FIG. 9. - 48-
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gases from the water sample involved (due attention having been paid 
to sampling technique) while the second stage is the analysis of the 
gaseous mixture for its oxygen content.
This latter analysis may be carried out in a conventional type of 
93*94.gas analysis' apparatus after transfer of the gas sample obtained 
from the water, but since any transfer might result in loss of gas 
besides making the method more complicated, it is advisable if possible 
to carry out both stages in the same apparatus.
The apparatus used by the author was developed by himself and
92
other colleagues at the Londofa Research Station of the Gas Council' , 
and does enable both parts of the determination to be carried out in the 
same apparatus*
The apparatus (See Fig 11) consists essentially of two main 
sections A and B.
The portion A is concerned mainly with'the removal of the dissolved 
gases from the water sample.
The apparatus is initially filled completely with mercury. The 
sample to be analysed is sucked in through arm fa* by opening taps 1 and 
2 and lowering the reservoir ’b 1. A 50 ml sample, as indicated by the 
mark 'o’, is taken in, tap 1 closed, and the pressure above the water 
sample reduced by lowering *b1 until the water/mercury level is below the 
side arm ' d1 in !e*. Tap 2 is then closed -when the reservoir ’b 1 may be 
raised to relieve part of the pressure on tap 2, but leaving the water
fig. 11. -51-
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under a .considerably reduced pressure.
The water is caused to boil under this reduced pressure and to 
circulate round the system by switching on the heater fitted to the side- 
arm !dfo The heater is a length of resistance Y/ire from a 600 watt 
electric fire element* having a resistance of approximately 15 ohms.
Power is supplied from a transformer at 20 - 30 V.
.The water boils rapidly within.the side tube and is-thus caused to 
rise into the upper bulb *f1 into which it spurts vigorously* splashing 
against the further wall and thus creating a large surface area from which 
desorption can occur.
Boiling is continued for 5 - 1 5  minutes* the heater switched off 
and after boiling has subsided the tap 2 opened slowly to alio?/ the 
pressure in the system to rise to atmospheric. Any gas evolved is passed
through taps 1 and 3 into one of the burettes. The boiling procedure is
then repeated until no more gas is evolved* the gas from each operation 
being collected in B* so that the partial pressure of gas in the 
section A is as low as possible during each 'deaeration1 period.
When all the gases dissolved in the water sample have been removed* 
their total volume is measured in one of the burettes of B. This is done 
at atmospheric pressure by raising reservoir !g ’ until the mercury in the 
centre limb *h 1 of tho burette system is level with that in the burette 
containing the gas sample.
The unwanted water is expelled from ’f 1 through * a ’ and a few mis
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of 20$ potassium hydroxide solution drawn into hulh *f’. Before ab­
sorbing the carbon dioxide from the mixed gases in B5 however9 excess 
gas dissolved in the hydroxide solution must be removed since after 
absorption of carbon dioxide this-gas would be added to the remaining 
gjases in the apparatus when the hydroxide is ’desorbed*.
This removal of gas from the reagent is carried out by reducing 
the pressure in *f*5 shaking gently, and expelling any gases evolved 
from the apparatus.
The gases in B are then brought into contact with the hydroxide 
in !f %  whole being shaken gently to aid absorption of the carbon 
dioxide which is usually extremely rapid.
The unabsorbed gases are returned to B together with any gas 
obtained from the hydroxide by reducing the pressure in the same manner 
as was done to ’deaerate’ this reagent. The gas volume in B is again 
measured at atmospheric pressure and is then returned to A for further 
washing by the hydroxide until its volume remains constant. The 
difference between this volume and the initial total volume thus measures 
the carbon dioxide at atmospheric pressure obtained from 50 nil of the sample.
A similar procedure is then followed to determine the oxygen present. 
Initially an acid chromous chloride reagent was used for this purpose but as 
the apparatus contains caustic after the estimation of carbon dioxide 
it was more convenient to use a solution of pyrogallol made alkaline 
by the hydroxide within the apparatus and thus less liable to oxidation
prior to use. A further precaution against oxidation was to cover the 
surface of the stock pyrogallol with a thin layer of glycerine.
The gas remaining in the apparatus is normally nitrogen and 
was therefore quoted as such in the results.
This apparatus gave good results, agreeing with the Winkler method 
hut its main disadvantage was the fact that -f- to 1 hour was normally 
required for each determination. It was, however, useful as a ’basic1 
method whose results did not depend on standardisation of reagents but 
simply on measurements of pressure, volume and temperature.
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S E C T I O N  III
POLAROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS
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IRTRODU CTI ON
The polarographic technique is one which is of considerable use in 
a very wide range of applications in organic and inorganic chemistry for 
the study of aqueous and nonaqueous sytems. It is suited not only to a 
qualitative study of such systems but in then vast majority of cases to 
accurate quantitative measurements also.
The method is of particular value in that while it may be used for 
normal analytical purposes to determine the presence and concentration of 
a wide range of substances, it may also often be used to obtain informa­
tion on reaction kinetics, on complex formation, surface phenomena and a 
host of interrelated thermodynamic properties.
Rot the least of the advantages of polarography is its ability to
measure extremely low concentrations of material. For instance, the
95 96 97
conventional type of polarograph- based on the work of Heyrovsky ? ?
—6
can determine concentrations of the order of 10” M, while the more re-
98cently developed cathode ray polarograph extends this some twenty-fold.
Still more recent developments, such as the square wave polarograph^
/
and the pulse polarograph^^ enable the concentration range to be extended
-8 -9to as low as 10 - 10 y M.
The sensitivity is decreased if the ions are not reversibly reduced, 
by a factor of 20 for the square wave method but only of 5 fo** 'kke pulse 
polarograph^^. The accuracy of the normal polarographic determination 
over the range ICT^ to lCf*^  M is normally of the order of * 2$ although-
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by extremely careful working this may be reduced to - lfo9 while when
- 5 - 6concentrations of 10 - 10 M are being determined,, a more usual figure
■is i 5 # 01.
The first polarographic measurements were made by Jaroslav Heyrovsky 
102in 1920 and it is from this date that the history of polarography as
103defined by Heyrovsky , that is the study of current-voltage curves at
a dropping mercury electrodereally begins although a dropping mercury
electrode had in fact been used in 1903 by Kucera^^-. Work had been
105carried out by Heyrovsky and his colleague Shikata J on current-voltage 
curves prior to 1925? "but it was not until this date that the polarograph 
as such was invented^^.
Polarographic phenomena occur in a solution containing two electrodes, 
one polarisable and the other non-polarisable, due to the occurrence under 
suitable conditions of concentration polarisation caused by the formation 
of a diffusion layer round the polarisable electrode through which a re­
ducible ion must pass before reduction at the electrode itself.
Polarography itself is concerned with the current-voltage phenomena 
which occur in a system capable of supporting such a diffusion layer, 
these phenomena depending not only on the solution under examination but 
also on the electrode system employed. This may range from the dropping 
mercury electrode as originally used by Heyrovsky and his co-workers in 
Prague via mechanically shocked dropping mercury electrodes and flowing 
mercury electrodes to amalgam and stationary noble metal systems and thence
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to vibrating and rotating micro-electrodes*
The theory of polarography* however* has naturally been very largely 
devoted to the first electrode system used* that containing a dropping 
mercury electrode as the polarisable half of the electrode pair* and it 
is this type of system which has been used in the present work to study 
properties of oxygen in solution.
When a potential is applied to two electrodes immersed in a solution 
containing an electrochemically reducible ion, the current-voltage re­
lationship observed in an unstirred system follows that shown in the 
figure (Fig,12),
As the applied potential is gradually increased the current flowing 
through the solution increases very slowly at first* then at a point near 
the decomposition potential of the substance a sudden large increase in 
the current occurs. This increases as the potential is increased until 
a further point is reached at which the current increase with increasing 
potential again becomes very small.
As the potential is raised and reduction occurs* the concentration 
of reducible ion at the (polarisable) electrode gradually decreases until it 
is practically zero. At this point an increase in potential can no 
longer cause a further increase in the current which is now being governed 
by the rate at which reducible ions can diffuse to the electrode surface.
The rate of diffusion across the ’diffusion layer1* which at ordinary 
temperatures and under still conditions is about 0,3 mm thick* is governed
FIG. 12. - 59-
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by the concentration gradient across this layer, and thus on the concen­
tration of ions in the bulk of the solution.
Thus the final diffusion current is proportional to the ionic con­
centration, and also depends on such factors as the charge carried by each 
ion, the ionic diffusion coefficient , and the electrode area.
The actual *limiting’ current which is flowing between the electrodes 
at this point is the sum of three components. The diffusion current is 
normally the most important of these while to it are added the residual 
current, which would flow in the solution even in the absence of reducible 
ions, and the migration current due to the reduction of ions attracted to 
the cathode by "transport”. This latter is normally eliminated in 
practical work by the addition of a relatively high concentration of a 
supporting electrolyte which conducts current without itself undergoing 
any electrode reaction.
Since the limiting current is proportional to the concentration of 
reducible species present within the solution., a method is available for 
the determination of such concentration. Although the decomposition 
potential mentioned earlier is indicative of the ion being reduced., it 
is found that the reproducibility of this potential is not sufficiently 
good for its use in the identification of the ionic species concerned.
An alternative, however, is the ’half-wave1 potential, which is the poten­
tial of the polarised electrode at which the diffusion current is one-half 
of its limiting value, due correction being made for the residual current.
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The half-wave potential is generally independent of the concen­
tration of reducible ions in solution and under any given conditions is 
accurately reproducible and characteristic of a given ion. Moreover 
if the electrode reaction is thermodynamically reversible the half-wave 
potential can be related to the standard potential of the reaction.
Since in the study of electrode phenomena variations in cathode 
potential are important, it becomes vital to have a non-polarisable 
anode of constant potential so that variations ha cell potential are due 
to one electrode only, and also that the cathode employed can provide 
reproducible results. It is for this reason that the dropping mercury 
electrode has been so widely used in spite of its disadvantages.
The electrode consists of a length of glass capillary of extremely 
small bore, from which mercury drops fall, these forming a constantly re­
newed electrode surface.. If scrupulous attention is paid to cleanliness 
of the mercury and the glass extremely consistant and reproducible results 
may be obtained with such an electrode. Since the electrode area changes 
with the formation of each drop, even at constant applied potential, a 
current varying with each drop is obtained. Although this sometimes leads 
to difficulty in measurement of the average current at any potential, and 
is often largely damped out in the current measuring instrument, it is 
often of considerable value since a good indication may be obtained of 
the efficient working of the capillary system.
Attempts have been made to reduce the oscillations in current due
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to mercury drops by inclining the electrode at an angle or even by working
103it in a horizontal position or by using a continuous stream of mercury
instead of discrete drops. This last, however, is extremely wasteful
of mercury although considerably increased currents may be obtained.
In an attempt to avoid the difficulties inherent in the use of a
system employing mercury, considerable attention has been paid to the use
of other micro-electrodes in polarography but to date little of the theory
of these has been worked out. Considerable attention has, ho?/ever, been
paid to the theory of the dropping mercury electrode and the first and
still most widely used equation relating the current obtained to other
107
variables is that due tollkovic
This equation was derived by applying an equation for linear 
diffusion to the diffusion layer assuming this to have a thickness small 
compared to the radius of the mercury drop.
The Ilkovic equation equates the average diffusion current i^ (jiA) 
to the diffusion coefficient D (cm /sec) of the reducible ion, its con­
centration C in millimoles per litre, the flow of mercury m (mg/sec) and
the drop time t (in seconds) by the relation :
id = 607 n I? C m2//3 t1/6 (l)
where n is the number of electrons involved 
in the electrode reaction.
A similar expression has also been calculated by MacC-illavry and
10Q
Rideal by using an equation for spherically symmetrical diffusion, and
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109this lias been further developed by Strehlow and V. Stackelberg to give §
The correction term* although not negligible for accurate results, 
is not large and for much practical work can be neglected.
For the derivation of these equations and others and considerably 
more detailed discussion, see Kolthoff andBngane^^, Meites^\ and
The polarographic reduction of dissolved oxygen
Among the immense number of substances which are reducible at the
dropping mercury electrode or other cathode, oxygen is one of the best known
largely due to its interference with other reductions occurring at similar
potentialSo The reduction of the oxygen molecule takes place in two
11 3
stages (Fig.13a) as the applied (negative) potential is increased. At 
the lower potential, about - 0.1 ¥ vs S.C.E., the first stage reduction 
occurs in which two electrons take part. This results in .the formation of 
hydrogen peroxide.
or 0^ + 2Hg0 + 2e — ^  ^2^2 + ~ (Alkaline or neutral)
As the applied potential is further increased to just below - IV 
vs S.C.E. the second reduction occurs in which the hydrogen peroxide is 
further reduced to water or hydroxyl ion s
Milner'
112
02 + 2H+ + 2e — Hg02 (acid)
H2°2 + 2H"!" + 2e 21^0 (acid)
or II202 + 2e 20BT (alkaline or neutral)
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Neither of these reductions are completely reversible while the
latter is almost irreversible, and this results in the second wave being
very flat and often ill-defined.
Although the reduction of oxygen at a dropping mercury cathode is a 
tv/o-stage process, that at an inert electrode, such as gold or platinum, 
is a single stage process (Fig.13b). This involves the reduction of 
oxygen to peroxide as at the mercury electrode s
02 + 2H+ + 2e === H202
The further reduction of the hydrogen peroxide is, however, masked by a wave 
due to the reduction of H to R . This does not mask the second wave when 
using a mercury cathode due to the high hydrogen over-voltage found with 
this electrode, but when platinum or gold are used the hydrogen wave occurs 
at a much jaore negative potential, thus masking the peroxide wave.
Kolthoff and Jordan^ state that the first reduction at a gold
electrode takes place as follows s
02 + e — 02~
022- + 2H+ — >  HgOg
while a secondary reaction is s
02~ + H902 -- >  Olf + 02 + OH
OH + e — Orf
Thus if all the peroxide from the first stage reduction of oxygen were to 
react in this way the nett reaction would be s
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09 + 4e + 2H+ — >  20H“ 
while if none of it reacts then the nett effect would he §
02 + 2e + 2H+ H202
Longmuir^^ studied this reaction coulometrically and found that 
although very little peroxide remained in solution after the reduction, 
for each gm. mole of oxygen reduced only 3*69 F were passed* Thus it 
appeared that the overall reaction was not stoichiometric and thus that 
the number of faradays passing per gm.mole reduced might vary with 
oxygen concentration. If this were so the plot of oxygen concentration 
with current might not he linear*
If a stationary microelectrode is used the currents obtained are 
of the same order as with the dropping mercury electrode, but if the 
electrode be vibrated or rotated very considerably increased currents 
are obtained* This is explained by the fact that the current produced 
by using such an electrode is, for a given oxygen concentration, inversely 
proportional to the thickness of the diffusion layer s
i^ a CoAoD0n F 
6
where i^ = diffusion current
C = concentration of depolariser
A = area of the electrode
I) « diffusion coefficient of the depolariser
n = number of electrons involved in the electrode reaction
F = the faraday
6 = thickness of the diffusion layer
This diffusion layer remains stationary round the electrode surface 
even when the electrode is non-stationary, hut as the velocity of motion 
relative to the hulk of the liquid increases, so the thickness of the 
diffusion layer decreases, causing an increased current to flow.
The vibrating or rotating micro-electrodes are thus particularly 
valuable when low concentrations of dissolved oxygen are being investigated.
As mentioned earlier, however, relatively little work has been 
carried out on the theory of reductions using this type of electrode, and 
so it was decided that investigations of dissolved oxygen should be made 
using the dropping electrode.
The measurement of dissolved oxygen concentration
The determination of dissolved oxygen by the use of a dropping 
mercury electrode may be carried out by one of several methods. The most 
usual of these consists in obtaining a calibration curve of diffusion 
current versus dissolved oxygen concentration using known oxygen concentra­
tions, and to use this plot to evaluate the dissolved oxygen in other 
solutions from current measurements. An unusual amperometric method for 
oxygen determination is also available based on an anodic-cathodic diffusion 
current phenomenon. This is described by Kolthoff and Miller'*' 13a and
involves the titration of the oxygen by a sulphide solution. These authors
113have also discussed an interesting method based on mutually interfering 
electrode reactions,in this case between oxygen and hydrogen ions. For 
very.low dissolved oxygen determinations an ultra-sensitive method based
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on the effect of oxidisable or reducible substances on the zero charging
current potential of the dropping mercury electrode has been developed
115by Laitinen, Higuchi and Czuha .
Since, ho?/ever, considerable useful information can be obtained by
a study of the current-voltage curves of oxygen, it was decided that this
direct method of study should be employed.
From a consideration of the equations already discussed (p.63)
showing the two-stage reduction of oxygen at the dropping mercury electrode,
it will be seen that both stages of the reduction involve a two electron
transfer and should thus give equal diffusion currents, subject only to
a slight apparent increase in the second stage current due to the change
in drop time with applied potential. This increase in current should be
proportional to the ratio of the one-sixth power of the drop times at the
potentials at which the diffusion currents are measured, and can thus be
allowed for in precise work if required.
From a consideration of the polarogram of the complete reduction of
oxygen it can be seen that the measurement of the diffusion current may be
made in various ways.
For the curve obtained at a given dissolved oxygen concentration C
the following nan be obtained % (Fig.14)
ip? the limiting diffusion current, due to the first stage reduction
of oxygen, measured at some potential V on the plateau of the first wave.a
(i& being the true diffusion current due to oxygen, i.e. the total diffusion
FIG. 14. - 69-
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current at V minus the residual current at the same potential)
£1
i, the diffusion current due to the second stage reduction.
D
Since i approximately equals i. and both are proportional to C, a D
we may plot either i or -i, against C or even i. against C.a d u
To obtain the values of i or i. (or i.) in practice we may either
a d x
plot the complete curve as above and then measure the values required or
obtain these by means of the ”one-potential” or ’two-potential” method.
The ’’one-potential” method involves current determinations at
one value of applied potential only, say V (which must be on the plateaua
of one of the waves, A current measurement is first taken of the solution
containing the oxygen to be determined, and then of the same solution after
the oxygen has been removed by blowing with, an inert gas or the use of
ll6
sodium sulphite at pH values greater than 6,5 • Since the latter
measurement gives the value of the residual current, the difference in
current is a direct measure of the diffusion current due to the oxygen.
116 117 118Many authors s shorten the above procedure by assuming
that the residual current is normally constant or is negligible, when 
measurements may be carried out by determining one value of current only.
The ”two-potential” method involves two current measurements at 
different potentials, say V and at a value close to zero applied potential,ct
and should thus by subtraction give the value of i . However, Skermana
15and Millis have shown that the method is not applicable where changes 
in the residual current may occur or especially where the anode potential 
is likely to vary. ; ^
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In view of the possible inaccuracies in these w o  methods, there­
fore, and also because information about certain properties of oxygen 
in solution can be obtained, it was decided to al?/ays run the complete 
polarogram in the studies to be described.
Experimental Details 
Electrodes
The use of a polarographic technique implies the existence of a 
polarisable electrode, the dropping mercury electrode in this case, 
and a reference electrode which must be non-polarisable and of constant 
and reproducible potential. Many authors have used what is perhaps the 
simplest typo of non-polarisable electrode, a mercury pool.
This, when in contact with the solution under examination, will 
assume a potential dependent upon the character and strength of this 
solution. Thus unless the solution under examination remains of constant 
composition (except for the reducible component) the potential is likely 
to vary. If accurate measurements of potential are required, an addi­
tional reference electrode, such as a saturated calomel electrode, must 
be included in the system. The main advantage of the mercury pool 
electrode, apart from its obvious ease of preparation, is its low re­
sistance (if of a reasonably large area) which renders negligible the 
potential drop across the pool.
An alternative to the use of a mercury pool as non-polarisable 
electrode is the use of one or other of the reference electrodes such as 
the saturated calomel electrode, the silver/silver chloride electrode
or tlie lead/lead nitrate electrode. These should he of sufficient 
area to have a resistance not greater than 1000 ohms, and preferably 
rather less. The use of such an electrode means that the potential 
applied to the dropping mercury electrode is always known, regardless 
of the solution under examination. In this work therefore, all measure­
ments were carried out using a saturated calomel electrode of large area, 
having a resistance of less than four hundred ohms. Even with such an 
electrode care must be taken that no polarisation has in fact occurred. 
This is best shown by the shape of the polarographic waves. luring the 
course of these investigations a large amount of time was spent in trying 
to determine the cause of certain curiously shaped waves produced during 
the reduction of oxygen. These waves consisted of a large peak followed 
by a shallow trough, the whole taking place over the potential range 
normally occupied by the first reduction wave of oxygen. The peak and 
trough were followed by a second wave which appeared to be the normal wave 
of the second reduction of oxygen, this wave only usually giving a linear 
relation between wave height and oxygen concentration.
The peak on the curve was less pronounced if a slower rate of 
potential application was used, while if the direction of application was 
reversed no peak was obtained.
It was eventually realised that these phenomena could be accounted 
for by polarisation of the reference electrode and that if this was gently 
stirred and used again after allowing to stand for a short while, ’normal1
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oxygen curves could be obtained, similar to those produced using either 
a new reference electrode or a mercury pool anode.
The dropping mercury electrode used was a fine bore Pyrex capillary 
connected to a mercury'reservoir by poly-vinyl chloride tubing. The 
length of capillary and height of reservoir were normally adjusted to give 
a drop rate of about 3.6 secs, the recommended range for polarographic 
measurements being 2 - 5 secs. The mercury used for the determinations 
was freshly distilled or new ’polarographic’ quality mercury,
Polarographic'" Cells
For the study of dissolved oxygen various cells were designed and 
constructed by the author as the need arose.
The first cell Pb/l (Fig. 1.5) had a capacity of about 30 mis. and 
■was fitted with a Bl6 standard socket A. to take the reference electrode 
shown, a side arm B fitted with a B12 standard socket through which the 
gas tube C passed.
■ C was so arranged that by turning the two-way tap, gas could be 
blown either through or over the solution in the cell. By this means the 
solution could, for instance, be deaerated by blowing nitrogen through it 
and then a nitrogen atmosphere be kept above the solution while measure­
ments were taken.
The cell was completed by the top portion D, which comprised a B34 
cone fitted with a gas outlet and a B12 socket to take the dropping 
mercury electrode, which was thus readily removable, but easily replaced in 
its original position.
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An outlet tap was also provided at the 'bottom of the cell for 
drainage.
This cell was found to be adequate for the initial work but was 
later replaced by Cell Do. 2 (Fig.l6) designed to be immersed in water 
to avoid temperature fluctuations.
The Perspex tank was fitted with inlet and outlet tubes through 
which water at constant temperature could be circulated if it was required 
to work at temperatures other than that of the laboratory.
The cell was the original modified as sho?m.
During the later stages of the work a new cell was constructed for 
various reasons.
Firstly, because of the method then used for the production of 
water containing a known amount of oxygen (see later), it became essential 
that the cell contents could be stirred. Secondly the arrangements for 
circulation of thermostated water through the bath were rather trouble­
some and a new method of thermostatting the bath itself was devised,, 
and finally, extra openings in the cell were required for the addition of 
reagents and solutions.
The cell Ho,3 was therefore arranged as shown (Fig.17) and was fitted 
with a magnetic stirrer, solution or reagent inlet and gas outlet or 
solution inlet.
The arrangements for thermostatting the bath are shewn separately 
from the cell for clarity (Fig.13).
FIG. 16.
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The temperature of the bath was measured by the thermometer T 
to which were connected the electrodes of a 'Tocktor* capacitance switch 
so arranged that the thermometer acted also as a thermostat. The 
'Tecktor* was connected to a variable low voltage (7 - 15 v) supply from
a multi-tapped transformer and to a small heating element in the bath.
The heating element (6 ohms made from a 450 watt heating spiral) 
was wound round el small 'injector* as shown. This latter* made of Pyres 
glass* caused a gentle circulation of water round the Perspex bath when 
a slow stream of air was passed through it.
By this means the temperature of the bath and cell could readily
+
be kept constant to - 0„05°C* more than adequate for the experiments 
described.
Polarographic Instruments
Prom a consideration of the theoretical aspects of polarography, 
it will be seen that the basic essentials in apparatus are few.
A method of applying a known variable potential to the cell is re­
quired* together with a sensitive current measuring system in series with 
the cell. The potential range usually required in polarography is from 
0 to -3 volts for cathodic work* and up to +0* 5  volts for anodic investi­
gations.
The basic circuit for a simple polarograph for cathodic studies is 
shown (Pig.19) and consists of a potentiometer capable of applying the 
required potential range together with a sensitive galvanometer to measure 
the current* usually of the microampere order* and the ceil itself with
FIG. 19. -80-
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the dropping mercury cathode and some form of anode? such as the 
saturated calomel electrode.,
The polarographs used in the studies described? while ultimately 
based on the circuit above? were considerably more complex since pro­
vision was made for altering the galvanometer sensitivity and damping 
and also for recording the polarographic wave of current against applied 
potential as the potential was automatically applied at a constant rate.
The first instrument used was a Cambridge polarograph in which
125
the recording of the polarogram was done photographically . This was
a sensitive instrument but rather difficult to use since the result of
any run was not known until after the film had been developed.
The second instrument used? and the one on which nearly all the
work described in this thesis was carried out? was a Tinsley Polarograph 
126Mark 15 . This is a pen recording instrument? having a range of
galvanometer sensitivity giving full-scale readings of 0.1 to 100 micro­
amperes? while the polarising potential? which could be manually or 
automatically applied? was from + 0.5 to - 3=0 volts.
Two other instruments have been used to obtain extra information 
upon the properties of oxygen.
The first of these was a Southern Instruments Cathode Ray Polaro- 
graph'^9'*'^ . This instrument employs the technique of applying a rapid 
voltage swoop (0.5 V) during part of the life of each drop? the drop 
time being rather longer than is usual (7 secs.). During the last two
- 8 2 -
seconds 5 when the drop area is virtually constant, the current change 
with applied voltage is measured and displayed upon a cathode ray scroon. 
The curve obtained is similar in some respects to that obtained in a con­
ventional jDoCo polarograph but a diffusion step is always preceded by a 
peak in the wave (Fig.20a). Randles128?128a has shown that both peak
height and the following step height are proportional to concentration, and 
by considering the non-linear spherical diffusion to the mercury drops 
has derived an equation which predicts the wave shape and characteristics. 
The non~linearL nature of the diffusion is due to the relatively high rate 
of voltage sweep, as compared with the conventional polarograph, which 
results in an initial "stripping out" of reducible ions near the electrode 
surface. This gives an increased current, causing the peak in the current- 
voltage curve, before the more normal limiting current is obtained.
The derivation'of the Randles equation assumes that the reduction 
of the depolariser is a reversible one, and the shape of the curve ob­
tained with a non-reversible reaction is found to differ from that obtained 
with a reversible one (Fig.20b).
The difference between a reversible and a non-reversible reduction 
can be further shown by using the derivative circuit on this instrument.
Y£hen reversible reactions occur a well-defined peaked wave is obtained 
(Fig.20c) but in the case of a non-reversible reaction a very flattened 
peak is obtained (Fig„20d).
Information upon the reduction of oxygen was also obtained by using 
a Czechoslovakian instrument, the "Polaroscope Krizik, P.576”, which .is
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129■based on the work of I-Ieyrovsky . This employs an alternating 
voltage superimposed upon the direct current passing through the cell.
The results are displayed upon an oscilloscope screen in the form of a 
plot of ~  / Vo In the absence of a depolariser a trace as at 'a1 
(Fig.2l) is obtained while with a reversibly reduced compound present 
’cut-ins' are obtained (Fig.21b)* the depth of these being proportional 
to concentration. The upper half of the ’oval* represents an increase 
of negative potential from 0 to 2 volts, while the lower half is caused 
by the reverse process. Thus if a given electrode reaotion is truly re­
versible , the upper and lower parts of the curve will match exactly.
If* however, the reaction is not reversible the notches in each half will 
not be in line or if the reaction is very irreversible the notch may be 
completely absent from the lower half of the curve.
The point at which the notch occurs on the potential axis is con­
sidered to give the value of the half-wave potential.
The Preparation of Oxygen Solutions
Since the study of any substance by polarographic methods requires 
the presence of a base electrolyte, it was decided that a very convenient 
inert solvent in which to study dissolved oxygen would be a solution of
potassium chloride. The solubility of oxygen in this solution is only a
little less than in pure water (8.48 ppm as against 8.84 ppm at 20°C.)* 
and the potassium chloride ions have both high mobilities while being 
inert chemically, also the potassium'ions are not reduced until a
CURVES OBTAINED WITH A 
POLAROSCOPE KRIZIK.
(a) No Depolariser Preseni
dV
dt
(b) A Reversible
Depolariser Present.
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potential (about - 2.2 V) considerably greater than that required for the 
second wave of oxygen (about - 1 V), Thus the base electrolyte in all 
the studies of oxygen was an Sf/lO solution of analytical quality potassium 
chloride. This was normally made up in distilled or * demineralised1 
water, .Some care must be taken when using the latter, however, since 
some batches of ’demineralised1 water have been found to contain substances, 
probably leached from the ion-exchange resin, which interfere with the 
reduction of oxygen at the dropping mercury electrode and cause mis­
shapen waves.
In some cases the cause of interference could be removed by prolonged 
blowing with air but usually it was deemed wiser to discard this water and 
to use glass-distilled water to prepare the potassium chloride solution.
The methods of determination of dissolved oxygen in such a solution 
have already been described but there still remains the problem of the pre­
paration of solutions of various concentrations of dissolved oxygen.
The simplest method, and the one which was first employed, was by 
the use of the apparatus shown (Fig,22a), This comprised a 10 litre 
aspirator fitted with bubbling tube, gas outlet, and a run-off at the bottom. 
This latter was fitted with the male half of a spherical joint to which could 
be fitted the corresponding portion connected to a length of !Tygonf tubing 
ending in a glass delivery jet as shown. By this means potassium chloride 
solution could be run from the aspirator, into either the polarographic cell 
or a sampling bottle.
FIG. 22. -87-
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The dissolved oxygen content of the solution in the aspirator could 
he altered hy blowing in either nitrogen or air through the bubbling tube. 
This* while simple and convenient* rendered it difficult to obtain any 
given dissolved oxygen value without considerable care in adjusting gas 
rates and volumes.
After some considerable use of this method* therefore* it was decided 
to employ a different technique* and one by which known concentrations of 
oxygen could be obtained within the polarographic cell.
The apparatus for this method included the original 10 1. aspirator 
together with the additional apparatus shown (Fig.22b). This comprised a 
two-way tap to which was joined a 5 nil. graduated tube* an outlet jet 
reaching below solution level in the polarograph cell* and a solution inlet 
which could be connected to the aspirator by ’Tygon' tubing and a spherical 
joint.
Thus measured volumes of solution from the aspirator could be accurate­
ly added to the polarographic cell which was marked with graduations at 
20 and 25 mis.
The method employed was as followss two sample bottles v^ ere first 
filled from the aspirator containing the potassium chloride solution (usually 
saturated with oxygen) and the dissolved oxygen was determined by one of the 
methods previously described.
The cell was filled with the same solution and a run carried out to 
determine or check the current/dissolved oxygen ratio.
The solution in the cell was then freed from dissolved oxygen by 
blowing nitrogen through (when the stirrer was fitted* this was left running 
also as a considerable reduction in the time necessary for deaeration was 
obtained - see later). The residual current curve was then obtained* this 
also serving as a check that all the oxygen had been removed,
To the oxygen free potassium chloride solution in the cell* its 
volume adjusted to one of the graduations* known increments of the 
standardised oxygen solution were added. As the oxygen solution v/as added 
the stirrer was left running slowly so that adequate mixing occurred without 
too much turbulance which might cause an alteration in the oxygen concen­
tration.
During the addition a very slow nitrogen flow was usually passed 
through the cell (above the solution) already purged with nitrogen from 
the deaeration. Thus a complete range of known dissolved oxygen con­
centrations could be obtained in the cell for further study.
Deaeration
Since an essential part of this technique was the deaeration pro­
cedure* some study was given to the time required for this to be completed.
Estimates given in the literature for deaeration of solutions prior 
to polarographic estimations vary from five to thirty minutes* and hydrogen* 
carbon dioxide* methane and nitrogen have all been recommended.
Since nitrogen was convenient* readily-obtainable and non-inflammable* 
it was decided to use this if possible. Commercial ’oxygen-free1 nitrogen
was therefore used in the tests on deaeration.
Since some authors recommend complex methods of further deaerating 
this nitrogen* it was decided to see whether further treatment of this gas 
would result in an alteration of the ’residual1 current curve and thus show 
incomplete removal of oxygen. A sample of solution was therefore blown 
with nitrogen direct from the cylinder for about twenty minutes and a 
polarogram run.
The solution was then again blown for a further ten minutes* ’with 
nitrogen which had been passed through a wash bottle containing alkaline 
pyrogallol* and a second run carried out. Ho significant difference was 
obtained and hence it was decided that the untreated nitrogen would be 
suitable for deaeration purposes. The time during which gas was passed 
in this experiment was deliberately chosen to be in excess of that thought 
to be necessary but in order to avoid waste it was decided to determine 
the minimum time required for deaeration. A polarogram was first run, 
on a sample of solution saturated with oxygen. A potential (-1.3 V) on 
the plateau of the second oxygen wave was then applied to the cell and the 
current measured continuously as the deaeration proceeded. Since the 
mixing during the aeration artificially increases the oxygen available at 
the cathode for reduction an increased current is obtained. This, however, 
is an advantage as an increased sensitivity to oxygen is obtained. The 
results of two runs in one of which nitrogen was blown through the cell 
without further mixing and in the other in which the stirrer was left .
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running while nitrogen was “bubbled through* are shorn in the diagram (Fig. 23) ° 
It can be seen that by bubbling nitrogen only, about fifteen minutes 
would be required for deaeration but only half this time if the nitrogen 
is stirred into solution.
Thus it was decided as standard practice to deaerate by blowing 
nitrogen through the stirred solution for ten minutes.
Measurements from Folarograms
Since the dropping mercury electrode presents a surface of varying 
area to an electron flow, the current obtained with this electrode con­
tinually alters in magnitude as each drop forms and falls. It can be shown
that the current time curve for each individual drop is a six-order para- 
110 112
bola ? and hence that the average current passed during the life of a 
drop is equal to six-sevenths of the maximum current during this period.
Both the maximum and the average current are directly proportional to the 
concentration of reducible species since they differ only by a constant 
factor. Hence it would appear that in determining diffusion currents by 
measurement from recorded polarograms or from galvanometer readings that 
either the maximum or the average value could be taken. In practice, 
however, the measuring system is usually incapable of accurately indicating 
the true maximum values of the current swing and hence it is more usual 
to measure the average value of diffusion current. This is the value ex­
pressed in the XLkovic equation as given above (p. 62 )»
If an undamped polarograph is used to record waves (as in Fig.24a)
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it becomes difficult to measure the average current and thus a certain amount 
of damping‘may be applied in order to reduce the current oscillations to 
a more suitable level (Fig,24b).
It is inadvisable to employ too high a degree of damping (Fig.240) 
since inspection of undamped or partly damped waves affords.a very good 
indication of the behaviour of the dropping electrode.
Measurement of diffusion current steps from the polarograms involves 
allowance for residual current and is conveniently carried out by extra­
polating the portion preceding the step and measuring the vertical distance 
between this extrapolated line and the plateau of the step formed by its 
limiting diffusion current (Fig.25a).
The shape of the wave and of the portions of the curve before and 
after the step may affect the procedure somewhat and examples are given of 
the method of measurement of some types of wave (Fig.25b).
One phenomenon which occurs very frequently during the first stage
reduction of oxygen is the formation of pronounced maxima. These have been
130 131 132 studied by Easch , Varasova 9 Rayman and others and various methods
suggested for their reduction or elimination. Explanations for the occurrence
of maxima have been put forward by Heyrovsky , Il'kovl and by Antweiler
1 £ pi p 110
and VoStackelberg . (See also Milner 9 and Kolthoff and Lingane ).
Surface-active compounds, such as thymol, methyl red and gelatine 
have been shown to be capable of reducing or eliminating many cases of 
such maxima, the amount required often being extremely small.
FIG. 25.
MEASUREMENT OF WAVE HEIGHTS 
FROM RECORDED POLAROGRAMS.
Limiting
Current
(b )
Care should "be taken that too much suppressor is not addod 
since this can cause a reduction in magnitude of the diffusion current3 
and may also alter the wave shape.
On the few occasions when maxima occurred in these studies 0=01^ 
thymol or 0.0001^ methyl red was used as a suppressor.
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S E C T I O N  IV
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM POLAROGRAPHIC DATA.
Concentration - current relationship
Prom a consideration of the fundamental postulates of the theory 
of current-voltage curves at a polarisable electrode it has been shown 
byllkovic that for a process at the dropping mercury electrode which is 
truly diffusion controlled., a linear relation between the concentration of 
depolariser and of the limiting current produced by its reduction is to be 
expected (Equation i). This has been confirmed for many substances over 
a wide concentration range. When it is established that a given reduction 
at the dropping mercury electrode is diffusion controlled;, then other data 
concerning the reaction can be deduced from the curves obtained.
Thus it is of importance to determine the ratio of depolariser con­
centration to limiting diffusion current over the concentration range of 
interest and this was therefore one of the first investigations undertaken.
Measurement of the diffusion current of both oxygen waves was made 
over a range of dissolved oxygen concentration from 0.1 to 10 ppm. The 
base electrolyte used was H'/iO potassium chloride, the drop time was usually 
3.6 secs, and the potential sweep was from 0.0 volts to ~0„5 volts or from 
0.0 to -1.7 volts vs the saturated calomel electrode. Measurements of the 
diffusion current were made according to the technique described earlier, 
due allowance being made for the residual current in each case. With 
nearly all series of measurements a check was made of the actual residual 
current (as distinct from the extrapolated one) by blowing out the oxygen 
in solution and then rescanning the same voltage range.
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Usfcgthese techniques it was established that a linear relationship 
existed between oxygen concentration and limiting diffusion current over 
the range studied.
Measurements were carried out on both reduction waves. Since both 
reductions are two electron processes, it would be expected that, as has 
been stated by many authors, the two waves would be of equal height. It 
was noticed in this work, however, that although both first and second 
reduction waves gave linear plots of limiting diffusion current against 
dissolved oxygen concentration, the slopes were unequal, that for the first 
wav© being equivalent to 0.229 .^ A/ppm while that for the second was only 
0.200 ^.>A/ppm (Pig.26,27)0 This difference in slope means that while the 
currents of the two waves are almost equal at low oxygen concentrations, 
at values near oxygen saturation the first wave is about 4Of0 greater than 
the second.
Since the second wave, due to the reduction of hydrogen peroxide, 
always appears smaller than the first, a possible explanation which suggests 
itself is that of catalytic decomposition of the peroxide at the mercury 
surface before the reduction to water or hydroxyl ion takes place. This 
would seem in agreement with the increased difference between the waves at 
higher dissolved ^xygen values. It would appear unlikely, however,.that 
such a catalytic effect would.be very reproducible, especially if several 
different batches of mercury are used, as happened during the course of 
this work, nor would it be expected that a plot of total current of both- 
waves against dissolved oxygen would be linear, although this is found
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FIG. 26.
PLOT OF DIFFUSION CURRENT AGAINST
DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 
FOR THE FIRST REDUCTION WAVE OF OXYGEN.
2-0
1-0
® Slope = 0-229 yoA/pp
0
0 2 4 6 8 
Dissolved Oxygen, ppm.
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FIG. 27
PLOT OF DIFFUSION CURRENT AGAINST
DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 
FOR THE SECOND REDUCTION WAVE OF OXYGEN
2-0
1-0
Slope =0200 ^tA/ppm
0
Dissolved Oxygen, ppm.
in practice0 (Fig.28)
A more probable reason for the changing ratio between the wave
heights lies in a disproportionation reaction of the hydrogen peroxide.
This type of reaction has been observed at very high concentrations (com-
1 ^7
paratively) of hydrogen peroxide by Giguere and Jaillet who, however, 
state that this only occurs to any appreciable extent in solutions of 
hydrogen peroxide above 45 millimolar9 while the concentrations involved 
in the present work are between one tenth and one hundredth of this.
If, however, we consider, the first stage reduction of oxygen at the 
dropping mercury electrode s
02 + 2H+ + 2e — >  H202 (i)
then the limiting diffusion current i^ is proportional to the concentration 
of dissolved oxygen j’Og’J (Found experimentally (Fig.26) and agrees with 
thellkovic Equation)
If a disproportionation reaction occurs s
2H2°2 + 2Hg0 (IX)
then this oxygen 02 will also give rise to a reduction current i^.
Thus the total first stage diffusion current i will be the sum of3.
these two :
• *
1 =3 1 A +  1 Aa A A
Since i'^  is proportional to and (!) and (II)) to the
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F1G..2 8.
PLOT OF TOTAL LIMITING DIFFUSION CURRENT 
AGAINST DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION.
4
3
i Total 
p A  2
1
0 2 4 6 8
Dissolved Oxygen, ppm.
Slope = 0 4 3 0  pA/ppm .
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original concentration then the gain in diffusion current (- i/)
above that expected (i^) any given oxygen concentration should increase 
as the magnitude of this concentration increases. This is in agreement
with the experimental facts quoted previously (p. 99)•
How consider the overall reduction of oxygen to water at the dropping 
mercury electrode;
02 + 4H+ + 43  ^  2H 0
for this reaction the total diffusion current irp should, by the Ukovic 
Equation, be proportional to the oxygen concentration M  This is 
found to be the case (Pig.28).
At any concentration of dissolved oxygen, however, we have s
im ■« i + i,T a b
(where i^ corresponds to + 2e + 2-,H+ — ^  2H^0)
Thus if i increases above that directly equivalent to j 0 a j d
first stage reduction, then i^ should decrease.
for the
This is just what is found experimentally, and hence it would 
appear that a probable explanation of the non-equality of the two reduction 
currents lies in the occurrence of a disproportionation reaction.
The Temperature Coefficient of the Oxygen Diffusion Current
Since the current produced by reduction of a depolariser at a 
mercury cathode, under the conditions studied, is diffusion controlled, it 
is to be expected that any effect of temperature upon the diffusion current
will depend to a large extent upon the effect upon the diffusion coefficient
of the depolariser. Studies have been made of the temperature coefficient
119of oxygen diffusion in dilute aqueous salt media by Wanner , and of the
effect of viscosity and temperature upon the diffusion coefficient by
120Poffani and Vacchi . .Prom their results the temperature coefficient of
oxygen diffusion current is found to be 1*5$ P®** degree in a nutrient salt
solution (Wanner) and 1.23$ per degree in potassium nitrate solution
121(Poffani and Vecchi)0 The latter authors state that McKenzie has found
analagous behaviour for neutral molecules in potassium chloride. These
figures agree with those usually found for polarographic diffusion currents
given by Kolthoff and Lingane110 (l.3 - 1.6$/°C), Meites111 (l.3$/°C) and 
112
Milner (l to 1.5$/°C), and also 'with those given for oxygen by Busch
1 1 7 / 1
and Saywer (l.25$/°C in a synthetic sev/age) by Giguire and Laurzier ^
(l.6$/°C in potassium chloride solution) by Manning‘S  (l.6$/°C) and by
*i q  yj
Moore, Morris and Okum (l.6$/°C in water and sewage).
A measurement of the temperature coefficient of the limiting 
current of oxygen reduction was carried out in the present work.
This was done by measuring the total and residual current of oxygen 
reduction in the U/lO potassium chloride containing approximately 7 ppni 
of dissolved oxygen at various temperatures over a 15°C range.
TABLE I
Change in diffusion current due to oxygen in u/lO Potassium Chloride
Temperature °C Total current Residual current Current due to oxygen
38.7 90.3 6.0 84.3
35.0 85.0 5.3 79.7
32.0 82.3 5.0 77.3
30,0 80.2 4.6 75.6
28,0 78.5 4.2 74.3
25.0 76.0 4.0 72.0
23.9 75°5 3.9 71.6
From these results the temperature coefficient is calculated to be 
1.19$/°C at 25°C.
It will thus be seen that the temperature control (i 0.05°C) pro­
vided by the thermostat bath for Cell 3 is more than adequate for the 
present investigations.
The reversibility of oxygen reduction
One of the most interesting aspects of the study of dissolved 
oxygen is the degree of reversibility of its reduction at the dropping
1 t O
mercury electrode. Heyrovsky has suggested that the reversibility of 
this electrode process may be hindered by the unlikelihood of direct
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139capture by an ion of two electrons simultaneously, while Glasstone
has pointed out that non-reversible reactions occur most frequently with
1/0
ncnrdoniaed substances* It has* however,, been stated by Breyer that 
the reduction of oxygen is reversible in alkaline solution.
The second~stage reduction (of hydrogen peroxide) was studied by 
Chodkowsld/^ at pH 13.5 - 14*2 and was found to be reversible.
142A close study of the oxygen-peroxide couple was made by Kern 
who found that at pH values above 11 the couple is completely reversible.
Evidence for reversibility may also be obtained from the standard 
electrode potential of a substance^ this has, in fact, been done by 
Berl^^ who has shown that the electrode reaction at activated carbon 
electrodes in strongly basic solutions is reversible being equivalent to 
an oxygen electrode whose potential corresponds to the reaction s 
02 + H20 + 2e 5*=^ OH" + H02~
This reaction is also put forward by Hickling^^ who deduces that
- 142the discharge of OH OH + e is rapid. Kern , however, considers
that the H02 ion itself is discharged and tha,t the OH ion acts merely
133as a proton acceptor, while Heyrovsky favours a direct reduction of the 
oxygen molecule.
In non-basic media Busch and Saywer'^, Breyer^^and others state 
that both reductions are irreversible. Both Hacobian^ and Kalousek"^, 
however, have concluded that the first reduction of oxygen in unbuffered 
neutral solutions is reversible. This may be due to the fact that AC "
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polarographio techniques were employed.in these studies since it has
14.7been reported by Glasstone that the oxygen overpotential is reduced by 
the super imposition of A0C<,9 this reduction in effect corresponding to an 
increase in reversibility. This agrees with the fact that Bowden and
1 Ao
Keeinan found that in alkaline solutions the oxygen overpotential de­
creased as the hydroxyl ion concentration increased.
Von Stackelberg^^ and Kolthoff and Miller'*’^  state that both re­
ductions are irreversible in all media? the latter having studied the 
reduction of oxygen in various buffers at pH values between 1 and 10,
The observation by Kolthoff and Miller that the half-wave potentials
of both waves are independent of pH leads them to the assumption that the
reductions are not reversible since for the reaction s
02 + 2H+ + 2e HgOg
the equation for the potential at each point of the wave is s
i.e. that a change in pH of one unit should cause a shift of approximately
60 mV in Ei»
2
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These findings of Kolthoff and Miller are in agreement with those
14.2of Kern who found an independence of Ei_ with pH for oxygen up to pH 11
2
where the value of Ei merges with that of the hydrogen peroxide wave and
2
the two then follow the theoretical course for a reversible couple.
It is stated* however, by Kolthoff and Miller that as the pH
dropped the wave for oxygen became drawn out, giving a more symmetrical
111wave and a straighter log plot. This, according to Meites , is a 
good indication of reversibility and so it would appear that some measure 
of reversibility was in fact attained in the reduction of oxygen at lower 
pH values.
Since the evidence for the reversibility or otherwise of oxygen 
reduction is neutral or acid solution seemed uncertain, it was decided 
to investigate the two reductions in an attempt to decide whether or not 
the reactions are reversible.
In order that one may apply certain polarographic tests to the re­
duction waves for this purpose, it is first necessary to establish that the 
limiting current produced by the reduction is in fact primarily diffusion 
controlled. For this purpose various criteria are available, such as the 
proportionality of limiting current with concentration of depolariser 
ilim = which is one simplified form of the Bkovic equation.
This equation has been already shown to be followed (in the previous 
section of this work) by each reduction wave and thus strong indication 
of a diffusion controlled process obtained. Further evidence to support
this view is the variation of diffusion current with mercury, height. For
As can be seen from the figure (Fig,29)9 this was so over the maximum 
height range permitted by the apparatus.
Since, therefore, the limiting currents produced by the two re­
ductions may be taken as diffusion controlled, then further considera­
tions can be taken into account. It can be shown, for instance, that 
for a reversible electrode reaction s
1.
a diffusion controlled current it can be shown that i a h2
110,112
id
i
- i
110,111,112
Where E^q is the potential of the polarised electrode
E|. the, half-wave potential of the depolariser
R the gas constant
T the absolute temperature
n the number of electronsinvolved in the electrode reaction
i the current corresponding to a point on the curve at a
potential E^o 
the limiting current of the electrode reaction 
F the faraday.
This, at 25°C, reduces to :
FIG. 29.
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RELATION BETWEEN LIMITING DIFFUSION 
CURRENT (i) AND HEAD OF MERCURY (til
Results obtained for the reduction of Oxygen 
in N/|o KC1
h
cms.
i
1 -reduction
i
2" reduction
_h
h*
40 1 -85 fjsA 1*45 j jA 0*293 0*229
50 2*0 pA 1*60 ftA 0*263 0*226
60 2*2 fMA 1-75 juA 0*284 0*226
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Thus for a reversible diffusion controlled current the plot of E,0.0
against log i will be a straight line of slope -"-252,i at
i, - i
25°C.
At the point when i = i^/pj i becomes zero and the
id " i
potential is that of the half-wave potential.
Although a reversible wave will thus give a linear log plot the
converse is not necessarily true although it does indicate some degree
of reversibility. If the value of 'n! is known a better criterion is
obtained from measurement of the slope of this plot since departure from
the theoretical slops is a good indication of irreversibility.
When obtaining values to be used in a log plot the following
factors must be taken into consideration.
Correction of both i and i, must be made for the residual currentd
in solution and care must be taken that the resistance of the polarographic 
cell is not high enough to cause an appreciable error in measurements of 
potential due to the voltage drop across the cell. If the cell resistance 
is higher than about one thousand ohms correction must be made, for the 
potential drop across this resistance.
In the polarograms obtained in these studies the potential drop 
was negligible since the cell resistance was of the order of four hundred 
ohms. This, at the maximum current of two microamps, would cause a 
potential drop of no more than eight hundred microvolts (0.8 mV),
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If the reaction studied is a slow one at the dropping mercury 
electrode then the curve obtained will change if the rate of potential 
application is changed. Runs were therefore carried out using half the 
usual rate of voltage application to determine whether any obvious 
difference in the curves occurred. Ho significant change in wave heights
or half-wave potentials was found.
A series of log plots were made of data from curves obtained with 
solutions of oxygen containing from 1*5 ^0 8 PPm dissolved oxygen.
Nearly all.the plots resulted in straight line relations between E and
i (Fig.30), only a few giving indications of the plot
" i, - id
' 142formed of two intersecting straight lines which, according to Kern , 
is a characteristic of irreversible reactions.
The values of the half-wave potentials obtained from these 
plots showed consistent values at each oxygen concentration without 
any trend to show the dependence of half-wave potential with 
depolariser concentration which, according to Meites'^, is a good 
indication of an irreversible reaction.-
FIG. 30. -114-
LOG PLOTS FOR THE REDUCTION OF OXYGEN
AT A DROPPING MERCURY ELECTRODE.
150
1st.
Reduction
100
mV 
vs S.C.E.
E-l = 94 mV . 
Slope = 0*0734
i
1,100
2nd
Reduction
1,000
mV
vs. S.C E. goo
Ejl = 892 mV
a
Slope = 0*211
800
700
TABLE II
Data for Ei and * slope1 obtained from log plots 
2
for oxygen in U/lO potassium chloride
1
Dissolved Oxygen 
ppm.
Ei
2
mV Slope of log plot
ia h
ia xb
7,82 93 893 0.0732 0.221
5.28 106 878 O.O694 0.208
4.62 . 95 895 0.0728 0.211
4-62 95 892 0,0663 0.218
3.82 104 905 0,0718 0.255
2.81 85 878 0.0855 0.222
1.56 108 911 0,0892 0.240
Av. 98 893 0.0740 0.225
The average value for the half-wave potential of the first reduction 
wave of oxygen in tenth-normal potassium chloride solution was found to be 
98 mV vs, the saturated calomel electrode, while that for the second re­
duction wave was 893 mV vs the saturated calomel electrode. (Approximate 
values of 94 and 9^6 mV were also obtained using a cathode ray polarograph - 
see later.) These agree reasonably well with the results quoted by other 
authors for the same,-or similar base electrolytes.
122In half normal potassium chloride, for example, Giguire and I&usier
- 1 1 6 t
found the half-wave potentials to he 70 mV and 820 mV respectively.■
113Kolthoff and Miller gave 50 and 900 mV for the reductions m  one
14.2
hundredth normal potassium chloride while Kern gives a value of 65 mV
for the half-wave potential of the first reduction wave in twentieth
150normal sodium sulpha te.Zuman has found values for the second wave of 
940 mV and 1010 mV in acid hase solutions and in neutral base solutions 
respectively.
An interesting indication of the relative degree of reversibility
of the two reductions of oxygen is obtained by a consideration of the
slopes of the log plots for each wave.
As indicated earlier this slope is equal to 0.0591 for a reversible
n
reaction at 25°C, n being the number of electrons involved in the reaction.
For the reductions considered, carried out at 20°C, this becomes 0.0581 or
. n 
1130,0291 for each reduction, since both are two electron processes .
The average values of the slopes obtained over the range of oxygen 
concentration were 0.0740 and 0.225 I*0** 'the first and second wave res­
pectively, neither slope showing any dependence on oxygen concentration 
(see Table 11).
From these values it can be seen that the first wave is by no means 
completely reversible while the second shows a very large degree of 
irreversibility. This latter is also borne out by the unsymmetrical 
shape of the second wave*
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It has been suggested by Taylor and Smith‘d  (quoting Kivalo 
152)et al ' that for an irreversible reaction the value of Ei obtained
2
depends upon the capillary used.
The values obtained using two electrodes were therefore compared but 
no significant difference found.
Valuable evidence agreeing with the fact that the first wave is re­
latively reversible while the second is irreversible was obtained by the 
use of a cathode ray polarograph (by kind permission of Southern Instruments 
Ltd.),
It was found that the first reduction gave the curves shown in the 
figure (Fig.31a) while the second reduction gave a very flat wave typical 
of an irreversible reaction (Fig. 31b).
The first wave was shown to give a good linear plot of peak current 
against oxygen concentration, the current/concentration ratio being con­
siderably greater (l per ppm as against 0.2 JJ. per ppm) than that 
using a normal polarograph, as is to be expected when using this type 
of instrument. Since the measurements were carried out using a mercury 
pool anode the exact potentials were not known. The anode should, however, 
approximate to an 0,1J  calomel electrode and thus by taking the potential 
of the anode as being close to this, the half wave potentials obtained were 
of the order of 94 niV and 9^6 mV for the first and second waves respectively, 
thus giving results close to those obtained with the I). C. polarograph.
Since the first reduction of oxygen gave a typical peaked curve,
FIG. 31.
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OXYGEN WAVES OBTAINED WITH A 
CATHODE RAY POLAROGRAPH.
For Oxygen in N /0 KCl
(a)
V
(b)
---
V
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it can be assumed that this reduction does in fact possess a high percentage 
of reversibility. This fact is further confirmed by the evidence from 
the ’Polaroscope Krizik’ (by kind permission of Nash and Thompson Ltd.).
Since the potential sweep employed on this instrument is from 0 to 
-2 volts, both reduction waves should show their presence. A typical 
curve obtained is given in Pig. 32.
The presence of a reversible reaction is shown by a dip or notch in 
the curve, this is given by the first stage reduction but is rather inde­
finite for the second. Moreover if the reaction is wholly reversible 
a matching notch should appear in the lower wave as the potential returns 
from -2 to 0 volts.
No secondary notch is seen for the second wave, but one is apparent, 
though a little displaced,for the first. This shows that the first 
reaction, while not wholly reversible, is considerably so, while the second 
is almost completely irreversible.
Prom the above considerations the evidence may be summarised as 
follows? virtually all the tests show the high degree of irreversibility 
of the second reduction. The first reduction shows a certain degree of 
non-reversible character as exemplified by the non-theoretical slope of its 
log plot, by the non-dependence of half-wave potential with pH, by indica­
tions from the cathode ray polarograph that the half-wave potential alters 
slightly with oxygen concentration (although no sign of this was shown by 
the conventional D.C. polarograph) by the slightly unsymmetrical nature
- 1 2 0 -
FIG. 32.
CURVE OBTAINED FOR OXYGEN REDUCTION 
USING THE POLAROSCOPE KRIZIK.
<— —  
V
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of the Polaroscope Krizik curve and also by the fact that the curve 
obtained normally with the D.C. polarogfaph using an applied potential 
increasing negatively is not exactly reproduced if the direction of 
potential increase is reversed. Conversely, indications of a considerable 
degree of reversibility of the first wave are shown by the fact that a 
good peaked curve is shown by the cathode ray polarograph, the peak height 
being proportional to oxygen concentration (at least over a range of 1 
to 10 ppm). This is supported by the occurrence of a notch in the Polaro­
scope ~ / v  curve and of its corresponding notch with the direction of 
appl'ied potential reversed. Further evidence, though of a rather negative 
kind, is given by the lack of change in half-wave potential with the 
capillary used, and of the lack of effect of concentration either upon log 
plot slope or of half-wave potential obtained from the plot.
Thus it would appear that the first reduction of oxygen dissolved in 
a tenth normal aqueous solution of potassium chloride is reversible to a 
considerable degree but that the second reduction may be considered as 
virtually irreversible.
The Diffusion Coefficient of Oxygen
A further illustration of the versatility of the polarographic 
technique is given by its use in the determination of diffusion coefficients.
The diffusion coefficient D of a substance is a proportionality 
constant and is defined as the number of moles of the substance that diffuse 
across unit area in unit time under a unit concentration gradient. This
- 1 2 2 -
153relation was first recognised by Fick who expressed the unit flow 
or ’flux1 f by s
f = D
d x
Where ^ c is the concentration gradient.
154It has been shown by Onsager and Fuoss ^  that the flux may also
be given by
f = 1  6, M
K dx
Where R is the Gas Constant
1 the Absolute Temperature
K Avogadro’s Number
and 6 the mobility of the substance
By equating
B = RT. 6 
K
This relation which applies to ideal conditions can be used for
the determination of I) for charged ions or molecules by using an expression 
155derived by Nernst for the mobility 6, which gives s
B0 = RT , 
,2 AZ.F
Where is the conductivity at infinite dilution
Z the ion charge
and F the Faraday
Thus if data are available on the equivalent conductivity at infinite
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dilution of the substance in question a value for D can he calculated.
If, however, the substance is uncharged a further possibility exists
156in the use of the Stokes-Einstein Equation 8
^ = SE. • — 1—  (2)
K
or 2.96 x 10“^  cm^/sec at 25°C
W 1/3
Where is the viscosity coefficient of the solvent
r the radius of the ion or molecule in solution
and the apparent molar volume of the pure solid.
This relation applies to substances at infinite dilution and whose
molecules are spherical and much larger than those of the solvent. It
has been used for example by Wanner to give information about the diffusion
coefficient of oxygen in plant nutrient solutions but is liable in such
cases to be inaccurate.
According to this equation (2) the diffusion coefficient of oxygen
should depend on the viscosity of the solvent. It has been shown, how-
120ever, by Poffani and Vecchi that the viscosity of potassium nitrate
solution and the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in this solution are
121both nearly independent of concentration, while McKenzie has observed 
analogous behaviour for the diffusion coefficient of neutral molecules 
in potassium chloride solutions. Thus it would appear likely that the 
diffusion coefficient of oxygen in potassium chloride solutions would be 
substantially independent of concentration.
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A dire t calculation of the diffusion coefficient of oxygen may thus 
he made by using the Stokes-Einstein equation if two assumptions may be 
made. These are that the molar volume V of oxygen in solution may be 
taken as.equal to that in the pure state, and that the relative viscosity 
of tenth normal potassium chloride solution is close to unity.
We then have s
D = 2.96 x 10~7
V V 1/3
*5 2
and taking = 8.93 x 10 dyne secs/cm
(Pure water)
25°C
and V = Mol. wt - 32
density 1.43
We obtain D « 1.179 x 10~^ cm^/sec at 25°C.
Considerable information about the diffusion coefficient of oxygen may 
be obtained by polarographic techniques since thellkovic equation 
involves this constant s
id « 607n D1/2 m2/3 t1/6 C. (3)
The use of this method thus involves a knowledge of ’n !, the number 
of electrons involved in the electrode reaction. Since evidence is 
available that this is two for each of the reductions of oxygen then by 
determining the remaining variables in the equation, D may be computed.
Prom a series of measurements at 20°C it was found that the mass 
flow m, at a drop time of 3.87 secs was I.I98 mg/sec.
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Using (3)
id = 60? n. #  m 2^3 t 1//6 Ca
i^/c for the total wave » 0.430 ^MA./ppm or 13*76 ^ a /^M
Thus taking n « 4 for the overall reduction we obtain
D2 = 4.011 x 10 J
or D »  I.6O9 x 10~5 cm2/seOo at 20°C.
This gives the ’average* value since if the slope for the first wave is
taken a higher result will he obtained,
e.g. If the value 0.229 j^A/ppm (7*328 juA /mM)
is taken for the first reduction wave only we obtain a value for
D of I0825 x 10~5 cm2/sec.
Few figures for the value of D in potassium chloride appear to be
—5 2/
available in the literature, the value 1.86 x 10 cm /sec in pure v/ater
—5 2 /at 16°C is given by Carlson and 1,98 x 10 cm /sec at l8°C by Moelwyn-
Hughes( both quoted by Wanner'*'"*'^ ) while International Critical Tables give
5 —5 2
a value of 8,1 x 10""^  sq.ft./hr. (i.e. 2.09 x 10*"^  cm /sec) for pure water
at 20°C. Figures for the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in various
120 S 2
buffers are given by Foffani and Vecchi (1*92 x 10 cm /sec) Kern
c 2 1A2
(1.71 x 10 ^ ,cm /sec. for hydrogen peroxide) and Kolthoff and
157 / —5 2/ \Laitinen (2.38 x 10 cm /sec.). The latter value was obtained at
25°C using a platinum wire electrode. Foffani and Vecchi (loc cit) also
-5 2 /give a value of 2.02 x 10 cm /sec for the diffusion coefficient m
- 1 2 6 -
potassium nitrate solution. This base electrolyte has also been used
by Kolthoff and Miller113 who obtain the high value of 2.6 x 10“  ^cm2/sec.
I58 2
Arnold gives a value of 2.00 cm /sec. and quotes other references
p
giving values from 1.54 - 2.2 cm /sec. for the diffusion coefficient 
in water#
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SUMMARY
The work which comprises the present thesis includes a discussion 
on the preparation and standardisation of solutions of dissolved oxygen 
prior to their examination hy polarographic techniques.
In order to standardise the oxygen solutions three methods were 
developed for the determination of dissolved oxygen. These include a 
modification of the Winkler method and the development of a method in­
volving a titration with a ferrous salt. Both methods require titrations 
which may be followed potentiometrically and apparatus was designed and
constructed to enable these titrations to be carried out automatically.
■ >
A special feature of these potentiometric titrations was the use 
of a glass electrode as a reference electrode.
The third method for dissolved oxygen determination which was 
developed involved a gasometric procedure and details of the apparatus 
and its method of use are given.
Solutions of oxygen standardised by one of the above methods were 
studied polarographically and suitable apparatus to enable this to be 
done was designed and constructed.
Three different types of polarograph were used in a study of the 
reversibility of the reduction of oxygen at a dropping mercury electrode9 
and it was shown that the first reduction is almost completely reversible 
while the second is virtually irreversible.
- 1 2 8 -
A determination was made of the relation between diffusion current 
and oxygen concentration for both reduction waves. It was found that 
the expected equality of the diffusion currents of the two waves was 
not obtained and it is shown that this may be accounted for by a dis- 
proportionation reaction.
A measurement of the temperature coefficient of the total reduction 
diffusion current of oxygen in tenth normal potassium chloride solution 
gave a value of 1.19$ P0** °C 25°C.
The values of the half-wave potentials for the first and second 
reductions of oxygen in tenth normal potassium chloride solution at the 
’ dropping mercury electrode were found to be 98 an& 893 mV (vs, the satur­
ated calomel electrode) respectively.
The diffusion coefficient D for dissolved oxygen in tenth normal 
potassium chloride v/as calculated from the polarographic data and found
— e: p
to have a value of I.6O9 x 10 J cm. sec at 20°C,
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T H E  W IN K L E R  M ETH O D  F O R  D ISSO LV ED  O X Y G EN  
D E T E R M IN A T IO N
by
V. S. GRIFFITHS and M. I. JACKMAN 
Chemistry Department, Battersea Polytechnic, London (England)
Since its publication in 1888 the W i n k l e r method1 of dissolved oxygen determi­
nation has undergone many modifications although the basic principle has remained 
unchanged. To a large extent these modifications, such as those due to A l s t e r b e r g2 
and to R i d e a l a n d  St e w a r t 3, are designed to avoid interference by oxidising or 
reducing compounds present in the water sample. More recently attention has been 
paid to  extending the scope of the method and to making the final iodine estimation 
more accurate, particularly when the dissolved oxygen concentrations are low.
The accuracy a t low dissolved oxygen values may be increased by extraction and 
concentration4’5,6 before the final estimation of the iodine. This final estimation may 
be carried out photometrically as in the method of B a i r s t o w et al.7, or of O v e n s t o n
References p. 605
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a n d  W a t s o n 6, colorimetrically as by F r e i e r8, or W i c ke r t a n d  Ip a c h 9, or ampero- 
metrically as by K n o w l e s  a n d  L o w d e n 10. The iodine has been determined also by 
direct potentiometric titration11’12 employing conventional reference and indicator 
electrodes, or by a dead-stop end-point method12.
This paper describes the use of a glass electrode as a reference electrode in the 
potentiometric titration of the iodine. The glass electrode has been used as a reference 
electrode in redox titrations13’14’15’16, its use depending upon adequate acid buffering 
of the system to minimise any pH  response of the electrode. The use of such an 
electrode largely eliminates liquid junction problems, introduces no extraneous ions 
into the solution, needs little maintenance in as much as solution replenishing is not 
required, and by choice of suitable electrode contents13 the end-point potential may 
be varied. These features make the electrode assembly particularly attractive when 
automatic titration is required.
EXPERIMENTAL
The water sample was contained in a sample bottle of about 120 ml capacity and to it were added 
1 ml of 48% w/v manganous sulphate and after mixing, 1 ml of potassium hydroxide-iodide solu­
tion (70% w/v potassium hydroxide, 15% w/v potassium iodide). The solution was well mixed and 
allowed to stand for 2 minutes when the resulting precipitate largely settled out. The bottle was 
then shaken and 1 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid added. Aliquots were placed in a beaker and 
titrated with standard sodium thiosulphate using a magnetic stirrer and a variable speed titration 
unit16. The electrode pair was a glass electrode and a platinum wire spiral, the potential being measur­
ed on a Pye pH - m V  meter connected to a Honeywell-Brown strip chart recorder, the increased 
rate of change of potential at the end-point being used to switch off the titration unit17>18.
(50) D
3 0
AmV
0.01 ml
20
0.1 0.2 
m is of 1.127 N /8 0  thiosulphate
3 5 0
mV
3 0 0
2 5 0
200
150
0.1 0.2 
mis of 1.127 N /80  th iosu lphate
Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
RESULTS
A typical experimental curve is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The rate of change of po­
tential a t the end-point using N/80 sodium thiosulphate solution is of the order of 
2,400 mV/ml.
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A number of lithium glass electrodes was used and the end-point potential appears 
sensibly independent of the electrode used. The reproducibility of this potential was 
good over the dissolved oxygen range studied (0.4-4.4 p.p.m.) and had an average 
value of 21 r mV.
I
I Titration 50 D
! A 50 ml aliquot of the sample was titra ted  using 1.127 A/So sodium thiosulphate.
I End-point =  0.18 ml of sodium thiosulphate; hence, the dissolved oxygen concen-
; 0 .1 8  X 1 .12 7  X io 2 p .p .m .
j tration in original sample = ----------------------------------  =  0.406 p.p.m.
| S U M M A R Y
! A modification of the Winkler method of dissolved oxygen determination is described in which 
j the final iodine titration is carried out potentiometrically using a glass and a platinum electrode as 
] reference and indicator respectively.
The method has been made automatic and the apparatus used has the advantage of considerable 
flexibility in operation.
Since the reproducibility of end-point potential is good, an alternative method of concluding the 
j titration becomes available. This involves switching off the titration unit when the potential of the
end-point is reached, by means of a circuit such as that of A u d r a n  and Dighton19 or, more simply, 
by a method developed by one of the authors (M.I.J.) using a recorder or millivoltmeter and a 
j photo-transistor operated relay.
) - 
j R E S U M E
j On propose une modification a la methode de Winkler pour le dosage de l’oxygene dissous. La
] titration volumetrique par le thiosulfate de sodium est remplacee par une titration potentiometri- 
; que. L’electrode de reference utilisee est en verre, tandis que l’indicateur est une electrode de
platine.
| ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Eine Modifikation der Winkler’schen Methode zur Bestimmung von gelostem Sauerstoff wird 
j vorgeschlagen. Hierbei wird die volumetrische Natriumthiosulfat-Titration durch eine potentio-
j metrische Titration ersetzt. Die Vergleichselektrode ist aus Glas, wahrend als Indikator eine Platin-
j elektrode dient.
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APPARATUS AND DEVICES
A PHOTO-TRANSISTOR pH CONTROLLER
by M . I.  Jackman, B.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.Gas E.
London Research Station, The Gas Council
A  d e s c r ip t io n  is  g iv e n  o f  a n  a p p a r a tu s  b y  m e a n s  o f  w h ic h  pH. c o n tro l can  
r e a d i ly  b e  c a r r ie d  o u t. T h e a p p a r a tu s  is  e s s e n tia lly  a  p h o to - t r a n s is to r  o p e r a ­
te d  r e la y  f i t t e d  to  a  p H  r e c o r d e r  so  th a t  a  c o n tr o l  fu n c t io n  is  a d d e d  to  i ts  
n o r m a l o p e r a tio n . T he c o n tr o l le r  is  i l lu s t r a te d  on  p a g e  528.
DURING work on the biological oxidation of thiosulphate in effluents it was found desirable to control the pH and also that the control point should be 
readily adjustable.
As the pH of the system was already being measured 
and recorded it was decided to consider what additions 
could be made to the recorder to enable control to be 
carried out. This needed to be unidirectional only, as 
the bacterial oxidation results in acid production and 
hence control by alkali addition only is feasible.
An optical system appeared to involve least change to 
the recorder, and would not impose any load on the 
measuring system. It was decided that one of the 
simplest ways of carrying out this project would be to 
employ a photo-transistor directly controlling a sensi­
tive relay. The method of using the photo-transistor 
arranged that light should fall on the transistor only 
when the pH reached its minimum value.
Photo-Control
The method of operation is shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. 1. The light from the 12 volt bulb B is focused by 
means of a small plano-convex lens L on to the locus of 
movement of the recorder pen P which carries a small 
piece of thin mirror. This is so arranged that at the
given pH at which control is required light is reflected 
on to the photo-transistor. The transistor and its lamp 
system are mounted on a common base of Perspex, 
arranged that it can slide along a suitably curved path, 
parallel to that of P, so that the operating point of the 
controller can readily be altered.
The circuit used was adapted from that of French 
(1956) and uses a p-n-p photo-transistor (Mullard 
OCP71) together with a sensitive relay operating on 
l^-2mA. On illumination the transistor resistance 
decreases and allows the current passing through 
it and the relay to rise from the ‘resting’ cur­
rent of less than 1 mA to about 2 mA. This 
operates the relay and thence a secondary relay 
which switches on a blower supplying air to the 
alkali feeder. The rate of pH change is often very slow 
and this, by causing a very gradual increase in transistor 
illumination, and hence current, may cause relay chatter. 
A locking circuit was therefore provided on the 
secondary relay by means of which the transistor is 
shorted out by a resistor having a resistance slightly 
lower than that of the fully illuminated transistor, so 
that the increased current in the primary relay circuit is 
sufficient to hold in this relay and hence eliminate 
chatter. When the locking circuit is energized current is 
also supplied to a further subsidiary circuit which after a 
suitable, variable time interval ‘unlocks’ the primary 
relay system. Hence if the pH drop in the biological 
system had been only momentary the transistor would 
be no longer illuminated and the blower would stop. If, 
however, light still falls on the photo-transistor the 
relay remains energized and the main circuit remains 
unbroken. Thus as the pH falls a small volume of alkali 
(the amount depending on the time delay system) is
l D
' s ^
. N "
s %
S \ N
o  ' ' s \
Fig. 1. Method of operation of photo-control. Fig. 2. Alkali feed system.
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added before the actual ‘end-point’ pH is reached, thus 
reducing the possibility of a swing to a lower pH than 
that actually required.
Alkali Addition
Previous experience with an antifoam addition system 
had shown that a very convenient and reliable method of 
addition of small volumes of liquid to a system consisted 
in blowing the liquid out of its container through a small 
orifice. This system was therefore used in the present 
case, the apparatus being shown in Fig. 2.
The alkali, 2N sodium carbonate solution, was con­
tained in a litre bottle A from whence it was blown by 
the blower B (‘Dymax’ Mk. 4) via a water-sealed blow- 
off C. In order that the rate of addition of alkali should 
not be too great a capillary tip was fitted at D using a 
short length of polythene tubing. A blow-off E of 
capillary was fitted so that any pressure built up in A 
when the blower was operating would rapidly fall when 
it was switched off and hence liquid flow would soon 
cease. -
Circuit Details (Fig. 3)
Power was supplied from 240 volt AC mains via a 
double pole switch S i, and a 2 amp fuse together with 
an indicator lamp. As the components were available it 
was convenient to use separate transformers to provide 
supplies for the primary and secondary relay circuits, 
but these could be provided from a single transformer 
having a higher current rating. Full-wave rectification 
and condenser smoothing was provided on the power 
supply for the OCP71 and its associated lamp unit. The 
sensitive relay Ry i used in this circuit was shunted by a 
diode (OA70) in order that the back EMF generated 
across the relay on switching it off should be dissipated 
by conduction through the diode, and thus obviate any 
chance of applying a potential of incorrect polarity to 
the transistor.
In this circuit connections are made only to the
a  Fig. 3. Circuit of photo-transistor 
s . [ pH controller.
0 B
collector and emitter of the transistor, the base being 
left ‘floating’, as under these low-frequency conditions 
the OCP71 will remain stable with its base unconnected.
The 12 volt 2-2 watt lamp used in the controller was 
connected to the same supply as the transistor in order 
to provide a ballasting load for the transformer.
The voltage of the DC supply to the lamp was only 
about 10 in order to prolong the lamp life by under- 
running it. The current through the transistor and its 
associated relay Ryi when the former was illuminated 
could be adjusted by the 5K preset potentiometer Pi to 
the minimum necessary to ensure positive operation of 
the relay Ry i and thus to limit energy dissipation within 
the transistor. A jack was inserted in series with the 
transistor so that the current flowing on illumination 
could be checked. The secondary relay Ry2 was 6 volt 
AC working and was fitted with DP CO contacts. One 
pole was used as a normally open contact (Ry2, 2) to 
shunt the transistor by a 2K resistor and thus to ‘lock’ 
the primary circuit, while the other pole Ry2, i was used 
as a change-over contact. On operation current is 
supplied to the blower B and also to the timing circuit 
of the relay Ry3, which on operation ‘unlocks’ the 
primary relay - circuit via contacts R y3, i. The timing 
circuit of R y3 comprises the 1000 [J.F condenser C2, 
fed with DC via the rectifier Rec 2 and the 10K resistor, 
and the 5 K preset P 2 which provides the variable time 
factor. When Ry 2 is de-energized its CO contacts Ry 2,1 
close a circuit which discharges C2 via a 100 ohm 
resistor so that the time delay will be unchanged when 
Ry2 again operates.
A double-pole 3-way Yaxley switch S 2 is provided by 
means of which the mains supply to the blower and 
timer circuits is switched off or on independently of the 
remaining circuits and also, at the third position, 
contacts Ryi , i  are shorted, thus energizing the locking 
circuit and switching on the blower which remains on 
until the switch is returned to either of its other positions.
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Fig. 4. Portion of chart from recorder used with pH controller. 
(a) Above: Alkali concentration optimum. (b) Right: Alkali 
concentration too great.
Operation
The controller described has been fitted to a ‘Record’ 
Type 3000 recorder used in conjunction with a ‘Pye’ 
Type 1106 pH  meter. I t has been in continuous use for 
over 12 m onths and  has needed virtually no attention 
during that period. A portion of the recorder chart is 
shown (Fig. 4a) to give an idea of the control possible.
The degree of swing of the system pH  depends to a 
large extent upon the rate of bacterial oxidation, and 
hence of acid production, and also upon the strength of 
alkali used in the control system. If  too high a value of 
alkali concentration is employed the pH  swing in the 
aeration system becomes much larger than is necessary 
(Fig. 4b).
Summary
An apparatus has been described by means of which a 
pH recorder has been adapted to perform  a control 
function. The system can be applied to any recorder or 
to an indicating meter, and can thus be used for many
control purposes other than that of pH. As an example, 
the relay has been used in conjunction with an automatic 
potentiom etric titration apparatus used in the deter­
m ination of dissolved oxygen (Griffiths and  Jackman, 
1957).
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